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Greater Portland's news and arts weekly

AUGUST 31, 1989

FREE

T ECITY
COVIR STORY Ity Andy Newman
PHOTOS by Mont~ Paulsen

It's 9 o'clock at night on Washington Avenue in Portland.
Officer Fred Keach sees a car driving recklessly. The young
cop suspects the driver is drunk. He puts on his cruiser's
lights to pull the car over.
The car speeds up. Keach chases it. Two miles later it
stops.
The driver flees into the woods. A woman remains in the
passenger seat. Keach walks up to the car slowly. His right
hand rests on his .38-caliber revolver. Through the car's rear
window he sees the woman turn toward him, perhaps to
reach for something on the back seat.
Then he sees the silhouette of a AS-caliber automatic
pistol on the back seat. Keach feels his adrenaline rise and
begins to draw his gun from its holster. He thinks he might
have to shoot this woman before she grabs that handgun
and shoots him.
He tells the woman to get out of the car. She does.
He reaches into the back seat and removes the
handgun - a plastic water pistol.
The water pistol Keach saw that night is pictured above.
"Imagine how that would look on the news," Keach says
later. "A young cop blows away someone armed with a
water gun."
On the other hand, imagine what could have happened
had the gun been real. And thanks to a new state law that
strips Portland of Its power to regulate the purchaslng and
carrying of guns, getting a gun will soon be simpler than
getting a driver's license.
CONTINUED on page 6
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Sherman Street heat.
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The guess out of guestwork.
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An arm and a leg.
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NAILS!

Suits for Fall

There are no more excuses. Now you can
have the gorgeous n9ils you've always wanted!
Matthew John is proud to announce the best
of Quebec! Carole Fortin, our new nail
technician, is a graduate of Polyvalent BenoitVachon School of Esthetics in Quebec. Carole
brings with her a long list of impressive skills to
make you look better than ever!
To celebrate Carole's arrival Matthew John is
offering noil tips, silk or linen, at HALF PRICE.
Regularly $65 NOW ONLY $32.50.

THE WEEK IN BRIEF:
$750,000 homeless bill passes

the house of stiles

The legislature approved a $250,000 program to prevent homelessness in a special session that ended Aug. 22. This money will
be given to people who are in danger of losing their apartments or
houses for various financial reasons. In Greater Portland the
money will be distributed by the Peoples Regional Opportunities
Program (PROP), which can be reached at 874-1140.
.
An additional $500,000 was allotted to the Maine State Housing
Authority (MSHA), which will deal it out to homeless shelters.
This money is to reimburse shelters for operating expenses.

FR

Chitwood wants bar ban

RK
Pastas for
all Palettes

Firefighters survey the scene of a fire at 77-79 Sherman St. Aug. 28.

Two housing proposals in flames

Egg, Basil, Garlic & Herb, Black Pepper, Ginger, Horseradish,
Dark Chili, Squid Ink and Homemade Ravioli.
Complete Gourmet meals you prepare in 5 minutes!
NOW OFFERING A FINE SELECTION OF ITALIAN WINES

58 MARKET STREET. OLD PORT 773-7146
Open Every Da, Mon.-5at. 11-8
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Try any of our 9
different salads, each
made with the freshest
ingredients and each
made to your order.
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SOUPS· SANDWICHES· SALADS
"A Healthy Alternative"

4'6 Fore St•• Old Port • 774-4342 I
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When you need
to say you're
sorry...

. . d. cole jewelers
10 Exchange St. Portland 772-5119

SUmmer hours: Mon-Sat 10-9, Sun 12--5
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Two Portland buildings already ablaze WIth
controversy actually caught fire during the last
week of August. Fire offiCials said a child playmg
with a lighter caused a 9 a.m. blaze on Aug. 28 at
77-79 Shennan St. At about 4 a.m. the following
day, 104 Bell St., owned by the Portland West
Neighborhood Planning Council, also ca ught fire.
Neighbors have long protested the neglected
state of the Shennan Street bUilding. blaming
absentee landlords for drug and prostitution
problems in the area. More recently neighbors
protested that a low-income housing proposal for
the building will perpetuate the problems.
A mid-June fire department inspection of half
the duplex and the basement concluded that none
of the smoke detectors tested worked. Among 24
other "unsafe and hazardous conditions" were
faulty stairs and door knobs missing from exits.

Although the fire department ordered that the
detectors be repaired immediately, a mid-July
inspeCtion found "several inoperative smoke
detectors." There were also open electrical junc·
tion boxes and hanging wires in the basemen t
said the report.
The building was insured, according to J
spokesperson at Ross James Management Co.
Tempers have also been flaring around the Bell
Street house. The deed to that building was re--J,
cently turned over to the Maine State Housing 1
Authority, which was owed money by Portland
West, a low-income housing developer. The building is insured and unoccupied. However, fire
officials, who conduded that the fire started in a .
second-floor hallway, said they believe transients
have been living there.
HJz1l1UJh Holme.

Peddlers prepare for bottle bill
. A recent series of workshops held by the Department of Environmental Protection aimed to
clarifynewsolid waste laws, butthespotlightwas
taken by garbage piling up in dumps rather than
the empty liquor, wine, and juice bottles that will
start piling up in garages this winter.
Starting January 1, 1990, Mainers will pay a 15cent deposit on any bottle of hard liquor other
than small "nip" bottles, which will require no
deposit. In September of next year, bottles of wine
also will carry a 15-cent deposit. juiCes and other
beverages in bottles, cans or plastic containers
will carry the same 5-cent deposit as soda and
beer. Dairy beverages won' t be affected.
Whereas the previous bottle bill put the burden of collecting and shipping empties on beer
and soda distributors, this bill drops the empties
in the lap of Maine's state liquor agency. Smaller
state-run liquor stores stores may find they don't
have the storage space or the time to sort bottles.
Robert Newhouse, deputy director of the Bureau of Alcoholic Beverages, predicted redemption centers already collecting and sorting beer
and soda cans will handle the new bottles as well.
"I think the intent of the legislation was to get
redemption centers involved," said Peter Welch,
aK>wner of RSVP Discount Beverage & Redemption Center in Portland, and a director of the
Maine Association of Redemption Centers.
Welch predicted adding liquor bottles to his
repertoire will be a "piece of cake" - a crumby
detail being that liquor bottles are six to ten times
the size of beer bottles and are usually glass. ''If
we break a bottle, we lose money," he said.
Besides redemption centers, Welch expected
the state to contract with beer and soda distributors to collect and ship empties, using established

distribution systems rather than buying trucks or
contracting with trucking companies. "I'd think
the state would use the distribution system that's
in place," Welch said, "It makes sense to let someone do it who knows how to do it."
However, Jim Bourque, a co-owner of Cumberland & York Distributors in Portland, called
the new bottle bill "a Cadillac approach to J
Volkswagen problem." He said curbside separa
tion of glass would ha ve been more practical.
Bourque, whose company distributes both beer
and wine, said that sorting wine bottles will be
harder than sorting beer bottles because wme
bottles "are not highly differentia ted." In some
instances 50 different wineries will use the same
green or white bottle, making it difficult to tell
which bottle lJelongs to each distributor.
With over nine million bot tles of liquor alone
sold last year by Maine's 78 liquor stores, the
volume of returns may drive some store managers to drink. Tony Nappi, an owner of Mellen
Street Market, recently learned which juice and
wine on his shelf will require deposits next year.
"It's going to be a mess for us because we don' t
have space," Nappi said. The store has already
expanded sideways and backwards to it's property line and the only way left is up, a propoSItion
too expensive for a small business like Nappi's
"It's not something we can't work with," Nappi
said, praising the environmental benefits of the
bottle bill. But because Nappi must take back any
bottle he sells, he predicted he'll have to drop
some of the beverages he carries.
II people neglect to return the returnabes the
state plans toremind them in mid-1992 when, if
less than 60 percent of the new returnables are
being returned, the deposit fee will hit 25 cents.
Andy Nnuman

The May Place Thai Food Restaurant scheduled to open in
Portland's Old Port this fall will escape a liquor-license moratorium, said Linda Abromson, chair of the council's public safety
committee. Portland Police Chief Michael Chitwood requested a
moratorium after a recent toUT of the Old Port where he witnessed
rowdyness and counted more than 30 bars in a four-block area.
Abromson predicted that no quick action will be taken because
the tourist season is nearly over. While admitting that overserving of alcohol may be a big part of the problem, she said the
concentration of bars in the area is still an issue.

Boating OUI law lurches forward
The Maine Legislature has moved the effective date of a new
boater'sOUI law from Sept. 29 to now, but not everyone is looking
forward to working with the law. The bill's intent is to make the
water law similar to automobile OUI law. "It sounds good on
paper, but they've got a lot of steps to take before it can be enforced
effectively," said Portland Harbormaster Alfred Trefry. "It's a
hard law to enforce. You can't tell 'em to step out of a boat and
check 'em." Furthermore, without the threat oflicense suspension
the bill loses its teeth, said Trefry, who admitted boat OUI has
become a "horrendous problem."

November ballot laid out

Subject to availability
Offer Expires Oct. 1, 1989
No double discounts
Please bring in this ad to
recieve discount.

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Motthew John, 426 Fore St., Portland
772-5243
CBW

PHOTO POSTERS
20"x30" COLOR
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$ 2~'~c;il~ ~
Photo Poster price

Fun idea for parties,
anniversaries &
other festive '
occasionsl

NOW ONLY 512.95

(reg. ' 14.951
from your 35mm color negative

Available from a print or slide for an additional 2_99
Cannot be combined with ,any othef sale or coupon oUer

umlt one Pho(o Poster Pfi coupon

Larger than life!
71 U.S. Route 1
Scarborough, Me
883-7363

30 City Center
Portland, Me
772-7296
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BPS PHOTO EXPRESS

Convenient hours
Mon-Fri 7:30-6
Saturday 9:00-1

TRUST THE PROS
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Maine voters will face 12 questions when they mark the ballot
this November 7. Three are free: Should cruise missiles be tested
over Maine? Should matching funds be given to gubernatorial
candidates who agree to spending limits? Should the state guarantee mortgages on affordable houses? The others cost money:
$14.5 million, mostly for juvenile prisons; $35 million for an adult
prison; $21 million for highways and airports; $20.2 million for
Maine Vocational Technical Institutes; $15 million for affordable
housing; $12 million for asbestos removal; $7 million for mental
health programs; $6 million to close landfills; $5 million for
recycling programs; and $4.4 million to improve sewage systems.

DEP, EPA notice Casco Bay
Months after various private environmental groups filed suit
against S.D. Warren and the Portland Water District for violations
of the Clean Water Act, governmental agencies are taking some
action. The Maine Department of Environmental Protection and
the U.s. Environmental Protection Agency have announced a
joint plan to test the polluted water and sediments of Casco Bay,
Lewiston environmental attorney Jeffrey Thaler said the plan is
fairly useless because the sources of the pollution - old sewer
systems and lax regulation of industrial pollutors - are well
known. "Frankly, I think it was a nice press play," he said.

• Save
moneJ. ••
Have ,our movies
delivered & picked up!
• We deliver the largest
selection of videos to
ALL of PORTLAND and
PEAKS ISLAND.

773-1999

Ooops ..•
In last week's paper we erroneously reported that people who
rent apartments are not eligible for a property-tax refund program
offered by the state. In fact, people who rent apartments are
eligible, as are house-renters, house-owners and mobile-home
owners. The number for more information is 1-800-452-1983.

WEIRD NEWS:
~According

to news anchor Tom Brokaw, the Soviets offered
to sell NBC-TV film footage of April's historic meeting between
Mikhail Gorbachev and Cuban leader Fidel Castro for $25,000.
While NBC and the Soviets negotiated, Cuba offered NBC the
same footage for $1,500.
~Inmates Kenneth McRae and Donald Grossof the Dorchester
County Jail in Cambridge, Md., escaped after using the plastic
cover of a Bible like a credit card to jimmy open the jail door.
Ro"md Swett/AlterNtI

-J!.- WELLNESS
Report
September 14, 1989
For ad space:

Call 775-6601
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The Great Urban Carry-all
Casual Deluxe
Ct. Our canvas briefcase has it all.
Short wraparound straps with leather
grips, a long adjustable shoulder
strap, one open and one zippered
outside pocket, a full length outside
zipper pocket, a full length inside
divider, three organizer pockets,
leather around the corners.
CI5' x 12' x 3')
Colors: taupe, navy, medium
brown - all with tan leather.

by Andy Newman
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RODNEY CROWELL
DIAMONDS &; OIRJ'
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This page is for opinions. Your views
are here, and sometimes ours. Please be
brief when you write, and please include
a phone number (which will not be
published) so that we can verify your
/etter. Send your VIEWS to: VIEWS,
Casco Bay Weekly, 187 Clark SI.,
Portland, ME . 04102.

$67.00

THEIRS:
Worse than framed

are:
Down-to-earth
Open-minded
Honest
r-~~~~
Intelligent
Ambitious
Active
Spontaneous
Health Conscious
light-hearted &
Fun-loving

6~!cass. 11~

CBW/Monte Paulsen

I am, as I recently found out from Special
Agent Ronald Dox of the Federal Bureau of Investigation,a fairly obvious suspect ina June (the
month) Bank robbery in North Windham. Ididn't
do it, however.
Why amI a suspect? Good timing. I drove into
a North Windham gas station to inquire about
the possibility of attaining a tune-up for myoId
truck, complete with a dog in back, about a half
hour after the nearby bank hold-up. Suspicious?
I suppose so to the bored tire monkey who wrote
down my license plate number and took the
description of my dog. I shudder to think what
would have happened had I asked about getting
gas instead of a tune-up. You know, that would
have been extremely suspicious. Imagine, inquiring about gas at a gas station in North Windham. The consequences of such an act leave my
imagination reeling.
In retrospect, I imagine it was the Hawaiian
shirt and convertible truck that laid the insidious
hand of SUSpicion upon my brow. Hell, I even
looked like a Californian or some other suspicious type... wait a second, I am a Californian,
I'm from Oakland.
Uh oh! Oakland is the birthplace of Hell's
Angels, the Black Panthers, the Bloods, the Raiders, Billy Martin, and me. Right, that's where I
tripped up. I was born in Oakland. Figures.
Pretty suspicious so far. But wait, it only gets
worse. I am, indeed, a convicted bank robber (it
rarely comes up in conversation and I don't
mention itifl can taIkabout the weather) who fits
the general description of the Windham robber
ina generic sort of way. We're both white, look to
bebetween 20 and 30 years of age, and we'reboth
under eight feet tall. How's that for similarities?
Scary, isn't it?
But unfortunately, I did once rob a bank as a
teenager in Sacramento, California, (many years
ago) for reasons most Americans would have
had a hard time relating to, just as I do now.
I know it looks bad, a convicted bank robber
from California driving his own truck with his
accomplice, a dog, riding along with him who
stops in for a tune-up after robbing a bank. The
alert tire monkey fingers the creep, me, and
everybody is happy except me, because I didn't

If you know
someone who
fits these
qualltiesand
might be open
to a totally
professional
and
confidential
service, then
we should
talk. .. pass
the positive
word along.

Our members
have told us that
they would like to
meet people that

+$tJfll·1l~K~S~~ 883-1003
DATING SERVICE

u.s. Route 1, Scarborough, Me 04074

A conversation with

Marc Karn
South Portland, Maine Mall Rd.,
Mall Side Shopping Center

Marc Karn of Maine Artificial Limb
Company gives amputees a hand when
they need It. He gives entire arms and
legs, too. Karn works In the company
shop to construct limbs and works
directly with clients to fit those limbs
safely and comfortably onto their
residual limbs, their stumps.
How'd you get Into artificial limbs?

If you want

the absolutely,
positively best
Margarita
you·'ve ever had,
look no further.
Why do you think we're called

I received certification in welding after high
school and worked as a sheet metal mechanic
and a welder. It involved making things - a lot
of shop work, fabrication of machines, welding. After doing that a few years and not
getting a lot of satisfaction out of it, I decided
to go to college and explore different things to
do. I started becoming interested in anthropology and archaeology and dealing with bones
and puzzling bone fragments together and I
took a lot of anatomy and classes like that. And
prosthetics is the marriage, for me, of building
things and anatomy and those kinds of things.

So you make these as well as fit them?
At a small facility with this, those of us that
fit also get involved in the fabrication. I enjoy
doing both the building and the fitting. I get to
know exactly what's going on to each prosthesis so J can modify or design according to
having the hands on with the patients as well.

How sophlstkated are these limbs?
One of the common misconceptions about
prosthetics is that people think about the "Six
Million Dollar Man" where they have independent movement of the fingers and that sort
of thing. Those things are not available to the
general public and are only workable in an
engineering-research department at some
universities. What we can provide to the public
are hands that open and close and hooks that
open and close.

What Is the balance between
function and cosmetics?
Safety and comfort are the primary goals.
We have to build prostheses that are strong
enough. They can't be breaking and even
patients very concerned about cosmesis [sic]
would rather have something that they can
use. We deal with safety, comfort, then we try
to deal with cosmesis. We'll take a body
tracing to get lengths and body contours and
everything. With lower-extremity amputees,
we take a tracing of the sound leg if he's a
unilateral amputee, just a one-side, and then
we try to make that shape mimic the sound
side as best we can.

Do you give darker-skinned people those
beige limbs?
No, we have different pigments that we use
to try to match colorations. We have Negroid
pigment that we put into prostheses. Cosmetic
gloves that fit over mechanical hands come in a
variety of shades.

Would you think of what
you do as a craft?
It seems like prosthetics really embodies a
whole lot of things. I take pride in building
things, especially in actually building something that's useful to someone. And I can't
imagine building something that's more necessary to someone. Helping people certainly
gives me a lot of satisfaction.

Most amputations are the result of the loss
of circulation in the lower extremities often
associated with diabetes and that sort of thing.
With low circulation all sorts of pathologies
occur and an amputation results in order to
save that person's life from those pathologies.
That's the major cause. Another cause is
trauma - accidents at work. And we see a lot of
young male patients unfortunately whose
amputations result from motorcycle accidents.

To reach these heights.
buy a mountain bike With
a steep pnce tag.
Instead, invest more wisely
In the Specialized' Hardrocli.
A bike built to handle even
the most unfriendly terrain.
So viSit us to test fly the 18·speed Hardrock
and Hardrock Comp, each with positive· action
index shifting.
Because you don't want to buy the wrong
bike. And miss this performance.
Or this view.
'~I"I'I'l!lll!o..don't

Two typographical errors in a letter on the
VIEWS page Aug. 17 misconstrued the writer's
point. Claudia McDonough's letter written in
response to the back page ad in the Aug. 10 issue

188 State

People will bring in a shoe for us to place on
a prosthesis at the time that we fit the prosthesis. The heel height of the shoe is very critical
in the way that a prosthesiS works so we're
taking shoes off and putting them on prostheses.

What's that small oven used for?
Are people passing by curious about
what's going on In the shop?
Yeah, people are always poking their head
in the door asking us what we do. Some people
think we make mannikins here and some
people arc too nervous to even ask. Almost
everyone is curious about it. It's nothing that
should be hidden away. It's a necessary thing
for certain people.

WCO lAY WlEILY strives to be an instrument of ccmmunity understanding. Every Thursday, Casco Bay
W~kly distributes 20,000 papers free of charge -limited
to one ropy per reader. No person may take more than one
of each issue without the permission of Casco Bay Weekly.

Andy Newman has asked Kam to build him a spare leg so
he can be a leg up on his editor.

ADDITIONAl. COPIES of the current issue and/or some
back issues may be purchased for $1 each at the Casco Bay

OIL, OIL FILTER & LUBE
PLUS 14 OTHER SERVICES
OPEN 6 DAYS
MON THRU SAT: 7:30-5PM

729-1165.

Carv~fdafi~

should read, "Itis a big lie, kids, and anyone who
puts beer in their shopping cart and goes home
and tells their children not to take drugs is a
hypocrite."

----------------------,
For Your Car
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Meets All New
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BRUNSWICK
EXPRESS LUBE
We use Quality
Texaco & Castrol
Motor Oils
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Ooops ••.

Why are all these shoe horns around?

We heat up our dinners in that.

What do amputations most
often resultfrom?

THIS IIIEW "OW
MUCH LESS.

do it .
These days I don't even steal air. I ask first.
And, I feel damn grateful for what I get, too.
I spent nearly three years in prison where I
was punished systematically, picking up some
groovy knife scars on the chest, learning once to
break dance while five Crip Gangsters spun me
like a topon the pavement, listening to a few guys
scream while they were raped, seeing a couple of
of guys get dusted while acting as pin cushions
for some sharply honed shanks, spending plenty
of quality time in solitary confinement while
reading the Good News Bible and doing pushups, and learning, first hand, about prison corruption both official and otherwise. It was a good
education. I learned a lot. In short, too late, what
I'm trying to say is that I did my time and paid for
my sins (or most of them, anyway).
It's a done deal. We're even. I've paid.
I don't go into banks anymore just as a reforrnedalcoholic doesn't frequent bars. I'venever
stepped foot into any bank in North Windham,
during the history of mankind, or before. I certainly wouldn't keep my money in a bank anyway, not with all the white-collar crime that
exists in this country today.
Once, when I was a sma)) boy, before I became
an ex-bank robber, my mother sent me to a store
to buy some school clothes and I came home with
an iguana, instead. I was that kind of kid. I went
to North Windham (and I won't again) that June
day to get a tune-up for an old truck and I ain't
coming home with a 2D-year sentence in leavenworth just because my past doesn't read like a
day in the life of Beaver Cleaver. One iguana is
enough thank-you.
Just because I didn't rob the bank wouldn't be
a major stumbling block in regards my going to
prison for a crime as I just happened to be the
wrong person in the wrong place at the right
time, just ask the ever excitable tire monkey.
I'veno alibi, I live alone. I'm an ex-bankrobber
from out-of-state, I don't wear a tie, I was in the
vicinity of the robbery when it occurred, and I
don't looklikeGeorgeBush. It doesn'tlookgood.

i.
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CRUISE THE STEAMBOAT
ROUTES ABOARD LONGFELLOW II
lOam· to 11:30

Lobster Fisheries and Island History Cruise
Adults $8.50 Seniors $7.50 Children $6.50
·September & October this cruise also departs at 8:30
12:05 to 12:55

Lunchtime Harbor Cruise
All seats $3.50
1:30 to 3:00

Lighthouse and Shipwreck Cruise
Adults $8.50 Seniors $7.50 Children $6.50
3:30 to 5:00

Naturalist Cruise
Feed Gulls! Watch Seals!
Breathtakirfg foliage in the autumn.
Adults $8.50 Seniors $7.50 Children $6.50
5:30 to 7:00

Portland Headlight Cruise
Featuring seafaringfolk music
All Seats $8.50
7:30 to 10:00
.----_ _---.Sunset & Harborlight Cruise
Thurs. Aug 31

Steamboat
Trio

Fri. SepL 1

Bellamy
Jazz Band

Sat. Sept. 2

IN THE CITY

CONTINUED from page one

Many Portlanders are scared of all the guns
on the streets, but there are more powerful
Mainers who are afraid that their guns will be
taken away. The gun situation in Portland is
scary - and thanks to the National Rifle Association and some big guns in Augusta, it's
getting more scary.
Portland Police Chief Michael Chitwood and
state representative Herb Adams are proposing
legislation that initiates gun reform across the
state. They anticipate a real battle. The consensus in Augusta is that Portland's problems
don't apply to the rest of the state. Up north,
Mainers are sticking to their guns, preparing to
shoot down those proposals one by one.

Weapon of choice
Sun. Sept. 3

Steamboat Red Light
Trio
Revue

All seats $12.50

On~ Long

GUNS

Wharf· Portland· 774--03578

$15.00 Sells
Your/tern!
We guarantee that you will sell your
item when you place an ad in our
Classifieds for three consecutive
weeks. If the item doesn't sell, we will
run your ad until it is sold, at no
additional charge! The CBW
Guarantee applies to specific
categories: WHEELS, and STUFF FOR
SALE. To continue your ad, you must
notify us by Monday noon of the fourth
week. Missing this deadline voids the
guarantee. Ads are limited to 30
words. No refunds. This guarantee is
not applicable to businesses which
derive regular income from the sale of
items that are advertised in the
WHEELS or STUFF FOR SALE
categories.
To place your ad, use our convenient
Coupon in the classified section or
contact Mark Kelleher at 775-6601.

The favorite handgun in Portland is the
9-mm automatic pistol. It's easily concealed and
high capacity - it's magazine holding from 15 to
17 bullets. It's the handgun of choice for both
law-abiding citizens and criminals.
"This is a big year," says Officer Levi Robinson, who oversees guns that have been seized
by the police department. Robinson says that
the volume of seized guns has increased
steadily over the past five years. Ninety guns
have already been taken this year.
Officer Richard Betters, a member of Portland's SWAT-type Special Reaction Team, says
that drug dealers who "like to convey that
they're real bad people" carry the most threatening guns. Bad people, bad guns, and bad
situations are givens in Betters' work, but he
says that the most difficult element of a gun call
is "for a patrolman who first finds out that a
threat is genuine" and whose "level of readiness" is not as high as Betters' drilled and
heavily-armed outfit.
She hasn't seen these boys at her bus stop
before. They are teenagers who, when they ogle
and whistle at her, she tries to Ignore. But they
are persistent. They are at her stop every day for
a week. Their affronts grow more bold until one
day one of the boys runs up behind her and
'gooses' her.
The next day the woman goes to the police
station for a copy of the concealed gun guidelines. "/ want to tell you what happened to me, "
she says to Lt. Tom Keller, "It's never going to
happen again. "
"She figured If someone taunted her again,"
says Keller, "she'd shoot him. "

Concealing guns
A concealed gun permit enables someone to
carry a gun where other people can't see it: in a
holster under a shirt or jacket, in a pocket, in a
purse.
There are about 500 concealed gun permit
holders in the City of Portland, about 3,000 in
Greater Portland. If you want one, it's pretty
easy to get. You don't need to know how a gun
works. You don't need a specific reason or need
to carry a gun hidden.
A concealed handgun - carried legally or
not - is more threatening than a handgun in
plain sight because people behave differently
when they know someone is carrying a gun.
They're less likely to disagree with that person,
however lightheartedly.
When someone sees someone else with a gun
they have a chance to respond. A person who
walks into a bar with a gun in a hip holster
technically isn't breaking the law - but between
that bar's policy and police attitudes toward
guns, the person with the gun will probably be
asked to leave. Recognition and concern lead to
the handgun - and potential danger - being removed.
But nothing triggers recognition or concern
when one of the 3,000 local people with a
concealed gun permit walks into that same bar
with a hidden 9-mm automatic and has five
drinks.
It's against state regulations-to ask applicants

why they want concealed gun permits, but
through talking to people informally Sgt.
Stephen Plympton, who has been responsible
for issuing concealed gun permits for the past
three years, estimates that 300 of the roughly
500 Portland concealed gun permit holders are
sportsmen. Hunters use handguns to signal
fellow hunters or to finish off a wounded deer
or moose at close range.
Plympton estimates that more than 100
Portlanders who carry hidden guns do so
purely for reasons of self-defense, among them
women who have been attacked or fear attack.
With the number of rapes on the rise, gun
manufacturers are targeting women as a
market. The Lady-Smith, a lightweight
.38-caliber revolver made by Massachusetts
gunmaker Smith & Wesson, does for handguns
what the Bic Flicker did for disposable razors.
The number of women buying guns between
1983 and 1986 increased by 53 percent according to a Gallup Poll. The poll also found that
15.6 million women are considering buying a
gun for protection "within the next three
years."
The 100 or so other Portlanders carrying
hidden guns are what Plympton calls "gun
people." They carry guns just because they like
the feel of them. Plympton fears some of them
have seen too many Dirty Harry and Rambo
flicks. A handful of people have permits simply
because they have a right to and they want to
exercise that right even though they don't plan
to carry a gun. Others who collect or sell guns
of value want concealed gun permits so that
they can transport their guns hidden to reduce
the risk of them being stolen or causing alarm.
Both men and women have asked Plympton
what gun is best for shooting people. "I just say
that if that's what you're thinking about, then I
suggest you buy a dog." Plympton would
prefer people carry mace or a stun gun.
Mid-afternoon. Two detectives with more
than 40 years experience between them investigate a tip that a 74-year-old female who had
been reported kidnapped is hidden in an
apartment In Portland's West End. The detectives go to the address, which they recognize as
that of a reputed drug dealer, and speak to a
man who says that the girl isn't there.
The detectives get permission to look around.
In the bedroom, half-naked and in bed with a
man, they find the girl. Instead of standing and
watching the girl get dressed, they figure that
she doesn't pose a threat and attend to the man
while starting out of the room so she can dress
In private.
As she gets up from the bed, the girl reaches
under It and comes up with a loaded
.3S1-caliber combat handgun. The detectives
are caught with their pants down. The girl
might take her own life rather than return to the
situation she fied; she might open (ire on the
detectives.
One detective reacts quickly and wrestles the
handgun away from the girl. But according to
Portland Police Lt. Mark Dian, who tells this
story, both detectives will be shaken for a long
time for having let their guard down.

The gun lobby
This year the Portland Police Department has
responded to between three and four calls a
week that involve guns. A gun call can range
anywhere from a kid sighted walking down the
street with a BB gun to someone who has
pulled out a gun during a dispute and threatened to shoot someone. So far in 1989,45 gun
calls have resulted in formal complaints. That's
an increase of 500 percent over 1985 when the
total number of gun complaints was nine.
Some Portlanders are scared of all the guns
on the streets, but there are more powerful and
more vocal Mainers who are afraid that their
guns will be taken away.
The state gun laws, says Beth Anne Poliquin,
Legal Advisor to the Portland Police Department, are nebulous and difficult to enforce.
Poliquin presently is involved in litigation concerning fingerprinting of concealed gun permit
applicants. Chitwood has initiated the fingerprinting of concealed gun applicants and
sending the fingerprints to the FBI in Washington for a national criminal record check.
The law authorizes fingerprinting "if it
becomes necessary to resolve any questions as
CONTINUED on page 8
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Armed and Numerous*
Number of murders in Maine in 1988: 37
Percentage of those murders committed with handguns: 41
Number of guns seized by the Portland Police this year: 90
Number that have been returned to their owners: 20
Number of concealed guns seized from drunk drivers
in Portland this year: 2
Number that have been returned: 2

Bring them to Just Black & White and
we'll make them sparkle again.
We can copy and
enhance your old,
faded photographs
and make as many
enlargements as
you like.

Homes in Portland where both husband
and wife possess concealed gun permits: 12
Where both a father and son have concealed gun permits: 9
Greatest number of concealed gun permits in a single Portland home: 4
Times in 1989 that Maine children have seen their parents
murdered with a gun: 2
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WITH LOTS OF CRUNCH
Let's do a light
lunch. With a
crispy Subway
salad - Antipasto,
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Crab, Garden or
Tuna. Subway

Average age when an armed felon first fired a gun: 13.2
Average age when first had sex: 13.7

Percentage of U.S. households with some type of gun: 47
Percentage of U.S_ households with handguns: 23
Number of people in U.S. in 1986 accidently killed by guns at home: 900
Number accidently killed in public: 800
Number of times guns were fired in the final episode of Miami Vice: 40
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Nine millimeter
automatics, such
as this Beretta
Model 92F, are
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choice for many
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·sources: National Institute of Justire, National Safety Council,
Maine Secretary of State, Portland Police Department, Harper's Magazine

We'll also process
and print all types of
black & white film.
We can convert to
black & white from
your color originals.

54 YORK STREET 761-5861

Amount the NRA gave in campaign
funds to Maine legislators since April, 1988: $26,400
Amount NRA gave House Speaker John Martin last October: $1,000
Amount NRA gave Senate President Charlie Pray last October: $2,500
Amount NRA gave Pray less than a month before the
Senate voted on the pre-emption bill : $500

Percentage of felons who get guns from licensed dealers: 21
Percentage who get them through the Black Market: 26
Percentage who get them from family or friends: 44
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to ... identity" and opponents of Chitwood,
including the Attorney General James Tierney,
say that Chitwood's fingerprinting is legally
dubious because applicants are being subjected
to fingerprints even when they prove their
identity with identification, home address, and
the name of an employer. But Chitwood is permitted by law to check with the FBI for records,
and the only way to run an FBI check is with
information that includes fingerprints.
The NRA, with three million members and
the conviction that Americans have an unlimited right to bear arms, has aggressively lobbied
at both the state and local levels and has
targeted state legislatures as their strongest
lobbying point. Portland state legislator Herb
Adams says that the NRA realizes it is easier to
convince 150 legislators than 1.2 million Mainers.
Allied with the NRA are sportsmen's groups
across the country. Stephen L. Duren, Executive
Director of the Sportsman's Alliance of Maine,
comments on his organization's efforts toward
passing pro-gun legislation in SAM's July
newsletter: "Working closely with our friends
at the National Rifle Association, we have
achieved a major pro-sportsman reform in the
midst of national anti-gun hysteria ... We can,
will, and must double and even triple our effort
if anti-gun legislators still haven't gotten the
message that Maine citizens will not tolerate
infringements on their constitutional right of
gun ownership."
The NRA battles any semblance of gun
legislation. Even bills which proposed to ban
bullets capable of penetrating bulletproof vests,
commonly known as "cop killers," were
strongly opposed by the NRA.
The constitutional right to bear arms was
enhanced in Maine by a 1985 amendment that
said "the right to bear arms will never be
questioned." NRA backers say that you cannot
give up any ground on the gun issue because
"anti's" - those who are for gun control- want
to chip away at the right to have guns until
even hunters will be denied them.
Lt. Dian also tells the story about a 79-yearold who wants to buy an AK-47 assault rifle
that shines among an ample selection of assault
rifles under the fluorescent lights of the
Woolworth's in South Portland. He's filling out
the required federal form.
In the space for the purchaser's name he
writes; Freddy Krueger.
The youth fills out the form, then hands it
back to the store manager. "Mr. Krueger, " the
manager says, "you forgot to fill In your date of
birth. "
The young man appears stunned. "Oh ... let
me get back to you on that. " He leaves the store
and returns later to fill In a date of birth. Then,
the application complete, the manager packs up
the gun along with the bonus bayonet, a special
at Woolworth's that week, and the youth Is on
his way.
Several days pass before the Portland Police
Department learns through a tip that a 79-yearold police know by name has purchased an
AK-47 assault rifle from the Woolworth's In
South Portland.
Police approach the manager of the store
who Is sure he hasn't sold a gun to someone
with the suspect's name. But when they offer a
physical description of the youth, the manager
remembers him and pulls the application of one
Freddy Krueger.
Shocked that the manager has actually sold
an assault rifle to someone with not just any
bogus name but that of the killer In the popular
"Nightmare on Elm Street" movie series, they
ask him whether he asked for some identification.
The manager respands by pointing to the
section of the federal form that says someone
who lies in filling it out will suffer a penalty. He
figured it was the federal agency's responsibility
to check it out.
In the meantime a 79-year-old kid with a
record and a sense of humor Is out there with a
high-capacity assault rifle.

Gun culture
Kids play with guns. "Bang! You're dead!"
Good guys on TV carry guns. Cap guns, water
guns and BB guns punctuate childhood. On
Congress Street a kid can buy a plastic Uzi,

firing up his or her imagination with visions of
bullets that penetrate car doors.
Our national fascination with guns resembles
our fascination with cars. The gun enthusiast
echoes the car buff when talking about workmanship, power, beauty.
"There's something to be said about the
round going off," says gun owner Michael
Kenney. He likes shooting skeet. "You've got to
admit you always pointed sticks, you always
wanted to be GI-Joe. There's a certain aura
about it."
But Portland Police Lt. Mark Dion says that
attraction goes away when the reality of guns
seizes an officer. There's something "sexy," he
says, about shooting at the target range. But
being involved in a shooting is different. About
a shooting he saw at a graveyard one night, he
says, "I will always remember three things: one,
how loud a gun really is outside of a range;
two, the incredible flash that comes from a
shotgun in the dark; and three, how fast I was
in the grass ... It's real scary."
Naivete about guns and careless gun owners
set the stage for the growing frequency of
accidental home shootings. Press coverage of
these accidents, and tragedies like the playground massacre at a Stockton, California,
elementary school where a man killed five
students and injured 29 others, have fed a
national movement for stricter gun laws.
But while some people see tragedies like the
one in Stockton as a reason to curb the availability and power of guns, others feel a more
profound need to protect themselves and to do
it with more sophisticated guns. And Portland
police, responding to what Dion calls "firepower worse than we can respond to" will step
up what they carry from .38-caliber revolvers to
.45-caliber semi-automatics this fall.
Portlanders justify having handguns for selfdefense. They say that living in Portland
presents more risks than it once did. But what
about the risk that these people carrying guns
present to the public with the possibility that
they will use there guns carelessly, irresponsibly, aggressively?
Portland Police contrast the extent of their
gun training to the absence of training requirements for public gun owners. Besides exhaustive training at shooting ranges, strategies to
fire only as a last resort and being attuned to
what is happening behind a target before firing
at them, police that do fire aim to bring criminal down alive.
Dion says someone who shoots in the 92
percent accuracy range during target practice
drops to 19 percent during an actual confrontation - when adrenaline and emotion and reallife variables are introduced. Plympton adds
that upbringing, religion, and moral convictions
all lend to the "baggage" that weighs heavily in
an actual confrontation and makes even the
expert marksman a lousy shot. The likelihood
of someone without extensive gun training
actually hitting an attacker is slim; hitting a
bystander is not unlikely.
Some people purchase handguns intending
only to scare off attackers. Dion points at a
poster of a Smith & Wesson 9-mm automatic
pistol that hangs on the wall in the shift commander's office. "That gun isn't designed to
scare people," he says. "It's designed to kill
people."
"Dogs scare people; guns kill people. And
the day you try to scare people with that and
you don't have the ultimate conclusion for
which it's designed, then they're going to take it
away from you and then you become it's
victim."
Friday, June 9, 7989. Herb Adams, a freshman legislator from Portland, rises from his seat
near the back of the chamber to address the
House of Representatives. He stands quite
straight, a legal pad held at chest level. He's
about to speak against LD. 994, a bill that if
enacted will prohibit communities from imposing any gun restrictions which are more stringent than state gun law.
"It is prudent for a new legislator, I am told,
to reserve his first speech for that subject which
is closest to his heart" he begins, "or better yet,
closest to the heart of his constituents. This,
above all, is it."
Adams speaks in an orator's fashion, his
voice loud, nervous, emotional, yet retaining the
cadence of address. The bill he will argue
against sailed through the Senate just days
before. Adams Is opposing a bill that bath the

Portland Police Chief Michael Chitwood and State Representative Herb Adams.
restrictions on the sale of guns and ammunition
to minors, and finally, laws prohibiting carrying guns in bars, churches, sports arenas,
government buildings, police stations and
polling places.
Some of Chitwood's ideas, surprisingly,
interest Speaker Martin, who'd shot down
Chitwood's efforts toward gun regulation with
his preemption bill. They met recently to talk.
Afterwards, Martin said he would appoint a
committee of sportsmen and law officials to
look at the issue.
While Martin personally supports only a few
of Chitwood's proposals and opposes such
major reforms as the waiting period, Chitwood
hopes that in the committee "some commonsensical pro-active public concerns" are addressed and crystalize in legislation.
Also collaborating with Martin is Adams,
who hopes to cosponsor with the speaker
legislation that would ban guns from bars and
in places of worship, and deny concealed gun
permits to convicted prostitutes, pimps, johns
and convicted drug dealers for a certain period,
perhaps five or 10 years, after they have served
their sentences. Like Chitwood, Adams is
surprised to hear Martin talk gun reform at all.
In separate bills, Adams may propose some of
the other measures that Chitwood supports but
which Martin will most likely oppose.
But do any of Adams' or Chitwood's proposals address the real gun problem? Kids still will
pick up guns in their homes and shoot each
other; hardened criminals, already over the law,
will arm themselves regardless of gun laws.
'''The criminal does not bother with the niceties
of obeying the law" states an NRA pamphlet,
"for a criminal is by definition, someone who
disobeys laws."
Chitwood says.the idea that criminals don't
obtain their guns legitimately is a "facade." He
cites a 1985 Department of Justice study that
found that nationally 21 percent of criminals
Aiming at the lawbooks
who committed crimes with guns obtained
those guns from licensed dealers. He adds that
The easy passage of L.D. 994 made some
in
New Jersey, where fingerprinting is required
Portlanders uneasy. From the Big Apple Store
before purchasing a gun, more than 10,000
on upper Congress Street, a store robbed at
felons have been identified and arrested in 19
gunpoint several times, District Supervisor
Debbie Johnson said, "Portland is not character- years trying to purchase guns legitimately.
Steven Duren of the Sportsmen's Alliance of
istic of rural Maine. It has become a big city and
has big city problems ... it should be responsible Maine, ready for another gunfight this session,
says that's anti-gun hysteria. "They give the
for passing its own gun laws at the local level."
impression that there are no laws at all. It isn't
Last winter Chief Chitwood resurrected a
really Dodge City out there."
19th-Century city ordinance which prohibited
anyone other than law officials from carrying a
Officer Keach tells the story about a guy held
concealed gun from sunset to sunrise. Enforcement of that law will soon be a thing of the past. up at gunpoint by two 76-yea.r-olds in Portland.
When the victim resisted the unarmed kid said
Also lost to L.D. 994 is the three-day waiting
to the one with the gun, "Blow him away."
period when a gun purchaser's criminal record
The kid had the gun pointed right between
could be checked and when, ideally, an impulse
the
victim's eyes. "I can't, " he said, "my
gun buyer hot to kill someone might chill out.
mother'S
asleep upstairs and I better not wake
Smoking over losing local control over the
her
up.
"
gun situation, Chitwood announced recently
that he'd push for statewide gun legislation.
Keach smiled when he told me the last line,
Along with taking away a person's concealed
and
I smiled too. It was a funny story. But it
gun permit and gun if found armed while
happened
in the neighborhood where I live.
under the influence of drugs or alcohol, ChitWhen
I
was walking home that night, the
wood wants concealed gun holders to prove
story
didn't
seem funny anymore.
that they know how to handle and use a gun
safely. Chitwood also would like to see a
Andy Newman is now a staff reporter for Casco Bay
statewide five-day waiting period for handgun
purchases (upping the three-day waiting period Weekly. The night he finished this story, his downtown
Portland apartment was broken into and robbed.
Portland is losing to the preemption law),

Speaker of the House and the President of the
Senate have signed on as sponsors, a bi1l
politically propelled to fly.
When he says that he has "the dubious honor
of representing the district where Maine's first
and only crack factory was busted a few weeks
ago" a handful of legislators are watching
Adams and listening to him. More of them read
memos, newspapers, straighten their desks,
scribble notes, trade glances. Speaker John
Martin, seated at the front of the chamber In his
high-backed padded leather chair, Is on the
phone with Ed Pert, the Secretary of the House
who sits several feet down the podium (rom him.
Both are smiling.
"Preemption laws have been presented in
over 30 different states, " Adams continues, "in
every one of the 30 states preemption laws have
been prepared, promoted, and paid for by one
of the best focused and best financed labby
groups In the United States to today - the NRA,
the National Rifle Association.
"The NRA lobbyists are In our halls today.
They pressure you In person here- and with
threats in the next election. We all know the
tactic. We should all admit It... "
Legislators swivel in their chairs, look behind
Adams to see who's watching in the balcony.
The general Inattentiveness In the chamber is
characteristic of the difficulty Portland has
being heard In Augusta, of the difficulty making
someone from a rural setting understand the
problems of drugs, prostitution, and crime
peculiar to Portland.
"We are Maine - we are not Manhattan. H
Adams continues, "But we do not live In a
vacuum. We live In a real world, and In that
world drugs and crime are a reality, and
increasing. We need local control to combat
these and other problems locally, where special
local needs occur."
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blouses and skirts designed with an
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variety of autumnal shades.
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Where we can make you
a pillow or comforter
while you watch!
European
Down Shop

6 MillSt.
Freeport, Maine
Across from Bean's lower parking

865-1713
Please ask for our catalogue

Custom
_jewelry
and repairs
Specializing in repairs
of southwestern
jewelry .
Route 1, Freeport
865-1044

~MSi~r-fi-MJlitCome to Freeport & See Maine's Most Famous
Natural Phenomenon

;

Just off Route 1 & 1-95, 2
1/2 miles up Desert Road.
See acres of giant sand
dunes as high as 70 feet
tall with over 100 shades
of sand. Take a guided
safari ride or walk the
dunes, see art craft people
at work, visit our unusual
gift shop. Relax at our
family picnic area.
Especially for campers, we
have a campground and
convenience store, too.
Telephone 865-6962
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Do~

and don'ts to please a host

The art of guestwork
A lot has been written and said about the
sacred duties of the host. Most countries that I
knowofhave high ideals of hospitality. The Bible
stresses it. Our own culture spews out piles of
books on how to host. But pity the poor guest,
who has no guidelines but his own uncommon
common sense to get him through the muddleof
an evening. There's seems to be an assumption
that the guest has only to lie back on silken
pillows and enjoy the grapes and the cooling
sweep of palm leaves and the iced drinks and
soothing conversation. Ah, to be such a guest. In
my experience it's rarely been so easy.
My problems begin even before leaving the
house. What should I wear? For my mother, the
choices fell within a certain range. Dress was
codified, at least by custom. Not so these days,
when anythinggoes, anywhere, even to theopera.
I get confused easily, but my husband has an
answer down pat for me: your yellow chiffon, he
says. Since I haven't one, I have to settle for
whatever fits my mood and my figure of the
moment. And usually I seem to choose wrong. or
so I guess from the frozen expression on the face
of my hostess as she greets me. I may find myself
in silks or poplin or something frou-frou in a
roomful of flannel and jeans. Or vice versa. I
sometimes consider the clarity of Muslim countries, where women throw a chador over it all.
A lot of intuition goes into playing the role of
guest. Nobody's going to come flat out and tell
you what's expected of you. Do you help with the
hors d'oeuvres, with the setting and clearing of
table? Do you stand in the kitchen and talk or
withdraw formally to the sitting room? Some
settings, of course, make the protocol obvious,
. but in others the hosts may secretly hope that you
will override their protestations and will, yes, do
the dishes.
Controlled energy and patience and humor
are required as well- a heavy load. The guest
never knows what sort of enthusiastic concoctions the hosts may place before her in course
after course: such things as mangoes and beef
stewed in coconut shells, paper-wrapped squid,
first attempts at soufflesand confits, experiments
in high cooking. The guest, despite the host's
apologies, is expected to proclaim everything
delicious and to show sinceri ty in the taking of
seconds.
The guest is also expected to help cover any
awkward situations that might arise. I remember
one formal dinner my parents gave at which
some titled person of old Europe rose from her
chair to slip discreetly out of the room. Discretion
was made difficult when her long skirt snagged
the leg of her chair and tore itself from her waist.
Head high, she merely left the skirt in a puddle
behind her and glided regally forth out of the
room. Without missing a beat, my mother gathered up the wayward cloth and foIl owed her out,
meeting her upstairs where they set things to

Visit Our Newly
Expanded Retail Store

THE NIKE STORE

..

Because we have a
European Down Filling Room
Right in our retail space!

An Authentic

11

rights.
Yet another guest, the wife of that particular
night's guest of honor, found a sudden turkey on
her lap. It had slid out of its bath of juices as my
father carved. There were no screams, no scenes.
With a smile she handed back the bird and ignored the grease spot spreading on her dress.
This is panache. This is guestwork at its best.
I often make the mistake of thinking that my
role as guest is to be entertaining and I go prepared to amuse. One has to be invited, after all,
fora reason. But what spurs the invitation may be
an obligation (Le., the retum invitation) or plain
curiosity ("you know those new people on the
block? well, I had them to dinner the other night
and she just carried on so ... "). I have to remind
myself that simple enjoyment of my strong personality and wit may be unlikely.
Wit, in fact, should probably be used sparingly. One man's amusement may be another's
outrage. I remember once my parents invited to
dinner an artist friend of theirs, a heavy bearded
fellow who delights in outrage. He came with his
wife, a mousy thing with a talent for making
sharp comments from the sidelines. They were
paired witha new couple in town, the head of the
local state prison and his wife, quiet solid folk.
After spending much of the evening bashing T.S.
Eliot and urging argument, the artist chose to
insist that I play guitar for him (insist is the
operative word here). To avoid a scene, I did. I
was into something like VilIa-Lobos or Tarrega
or something moody when the man suddenly
announced that the music seemed to call for accompaniment, maybe a Spanish sort of wailing.
Could I manage to wail, he asked me. "Here," he
then said, "keep playi ng. I'll do it." And out came
a series of howls that would have done a banshee
proud. The warden and his wife sat rigid in their
chairs. They left when they decently could and
were never heard from again.
No, as Evelyn Waugh would have it, "we
cherish our friends not for their ability to amuse
us, but for ours to amuse them." A friend once
told me a trick she uses to make the evening go
smoothly. Repeat, she says, a key word or phrase
of any dialogue addressed to you. This gives the
impression of fascination and will flatter the
speaker, who will therefore enjoy himself and
you and the evening as a whole. Nifty.
When it comes to gOing, I believe in an early
retreat, good friends or no. If they're good I want
to keep them that way. If they're less so,1 can take
a\1 my restrained tensions home and fluff my
piJIowsintosubmission when [finally reach bed.
Of course, if you want to be sure to be wi;lnted
as a guest, you could always fo\1ow the simple
advice of Edgar Watson Howe in "CountryTown
Sayings": To be an ideal guest, stay at home.
Brenda Chandler suggests a guestwork test to replace the
traditional r.s.v.p.'s.

We invite you to visit our greatly expanded store and see our
"Catalog-on-Display". With our floor space nearly doubled,
we now display a much wider selection of the products we sell.
More colors, styles, sizes and designs-in every department,
in every season-for a shopping experience that's easy,
efficient and enjoyable.
You'll find durable, well-designed apparel for active
and -casual wear, bedding, barbecues, kitchenware and
camp furnishings. Plus a wide assortment of equipment for sporting and recreational activities. From
camping to canoeing, backpacking to biking-we
offer thousands of products to make your time in the
outdoors more enjoyable, more relaxing and more fun.
Our friendly, expert and knowledgeable
salespeople have the experience to help
you make the right choice.
We call ourselves "the store that
knows the outdoors" because we use
the equipment we sell.

All of our products are guaranteed
to give 100% satisfaction in every
way. Return anything purchased

IF YOU GOTTA GO, GO IN STYLE.
Head back to school with Nike. Perfonnmce athletic

and accessories.

from us at any time if it proves
otherwise. We will replace it,
refund your purchase price or
credit your credit card, as
you wish. We do not want
you to have anything from
L. L. Bean that is not
completely satisfactory.

APlace for CountrY
Living & Giving!
We cordially invite you to browse
and enjoy our interpretation of Country.
Time was when you had to collect
the Country look - piece by piece. Now
you can buy new "old" things.
Our crafts have quality, uniqueness,
affo]:dability and for the most part
are made in the U.SA.
Visit us first ...you'll be glad you did!

We have a Marne souvenir corner, too!

Jl Weavers Jhop \;::;;J
15 School Street, Freeport, ME 865·3143
Open daily
Visa I Me I AMEX

L.L.Bean"'
The store that
knows the outdoors.
Route 1. Freeport. Maine
Only 20 minutes from Portland
Open 24 hours a day, 365 days a year
MasterCardoVisaoAmerican Express
Shop anytime at your convenience.
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• Furniture Buttons from 114" to 1"
• Pegs, finials, glue dowels in stock
• Largest assortment of wood turnings
you've ever seen at factory prices.
• Free mail order catalogue.

Casey's
15 112 School Street, Freel'0rt
865-3244 Op. . doily ~""

~~
Stemware. Flatware. Dinnenvare. Gifts.
Always in stock. Always for less.

MIKASA

FACTORY

STORE

31 Main Street, Freeport, Maine 04032207-865-9441
Open 7 days a week.

PRAHIS

r~

136 Main St., Freeport
Hours:

10-8
Sun. 10-6

MOD.-Sat.
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Recycle
this .
paper!

For
peace

of tnlnd.
Crisis intervention
information and referral to all
social services, telephone
counseling.

"Dial Info"

774-11£,,-

24 hours a day,
7 days a week.
INGRAHAM VOLUNTEERS,INC.

r

eers. Sunday's big show offers
the World Famous Legends of
Bluegrass: Bill Munroe & the
Bluegrass Boys, Ralph Stanley
& the Clinch Mountain Boys,
Jim and Jesse & the Virginia
Boys, and Mac Weisman &
the Wildwood Express. Admission for all three days is
$45 at the gate, which includes
the in-the-rough camping fee.
Single day admission is $16
for Friday, $18 for Saturday
and $20 for Sunday. For more
information, call 725-6009.

• This is not the time of year
for mind-bending diversions anything new or exciting. The
only people who could possibly be enjoying themselves are
those of you on vacation, who
would like nothing better than
to do nothing. For those of you
living - not vacationing - in
Greater Portland, sit back and
meditate on places far away.
But if you must do something,
the clubs are still open. The
PMA is still free on Thursday
evenings. There are still miles
of sidewalk for walking and
running. And "L.A. Law" is
still in repeats.

• Randy Judkins takes the
stage at the Celebration Barn,
a center for new vaudeville,
mime and improvisation
workshops and performances
in South Paris. Judkins' per~
formances combines circus
skills with mime, magic and
storytelling. Showtime is 8
p.m. Tickets are $5 for adults
and $2.50 for children under
12. Celebration Barn Theater
is located on Stockfarm Road,
off Rt. 117N in South Paris.
For more information, call
743-8452.
• Pete Seeger, a folksinger
who's been mixing music and
politics for years, joins Gordon
Bok for a concert to benefit
The Rockport" n<lT"nt,iceshop,

• This is it - the last of the
free lunchtime performances
sponsored by the Intown
Portland Exchange takes place
today at noon. The folk trio
Devonsquare performs their
popular and amusing songs in
Monument Square. After
today, you'll have to return to
staring at the statue when you
brown bag it.
• Are banjoes just for hillbillies? Come see for yourself, as
The Nashville Bluegrass Band
heads off a weekend of bluegrass music at Thomas Point
Beach in Brunswick. The
three-day annual festival
features bands from allover:
John Hartford, The Easter
Brothers, Ihe White Mountain
Bluegrass Band, Sand River
Ramblers, The Texas Instruments, Shady Creek, Fort
Knox Volunteers, Southern
Rail, and The Misty Mountain-

Poussin's Portrait for Chantewriters in Nicaragua, Guatelou and the Essays of Monmala, Costa Rica, Argentina,
taigne." The lecture begins at
as well as the United States.
7:30
p.m. in Kresge AuditoTonight's "rent party" features music by Darien Brahms, rium, Visual Arts Center,
Bowdoin College, Brunswick.
Los Hermanos Minsk, Crazy
The
talk is free and open to the
Moonbeam and Joshua
public.
Russell. Poetry readings and
performance art are also on the
bill starting at 8:30 p.m.

a boatbuilding school that will
build a craft for Seeger's
Clearwater Society. The
Clearwater Society is a conservation group working to clean
up the Hudson River and
training young people to sail
and navigate. The concert is at
8 p.m. at the Maine Center for
the Arts, University of Maine,
Orono. For ticket information,
call 581-1755.

Jump to It .••Randy Judkins,
the original comedian,
performs September 2.

• Local favorites Broken Men
finish up a three-night gig at
the Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth St.,
Portland. Dead Heads flock to
the shows, but anyone with a
yeaming for rock will enjoy it,
too.

• What was it this summer?
"War and Peace," "B-eing and
Time" or Le Carre's "The
Russia House"? Take time to
finish that summer reading.
It's the last day to do it.

• Abstract paintings by
Janice May Scott are on
display at the Portland Public
Library's Lewis Gallery
through September 29. The
pieces are called "Zeroxgraphs" because they are
made by photcopying small
acrylic works in color to
produce a black and white
print. The print is then translated back into paint and
enlarged to three or four foot
square. The exhibit is free and
open to the public.

of Oxford County. The tour
visits some of the county's
most significant buildings and
architecturally intact villages:
Fryeberg, Sweden, Waterford
Flat and Bethel. An all-day
affair, the tour leaves at 9 a.m.
The cost is $35 per person,
• The Maine Outdoor Advenwhich includes transportation
ture Club holds its monthly
and lu·nch. For reservations,
meeting tonight at 7 p.m. at
call 774-5561.
the People's Building, 155
• Philippe Bruneau is one of
Brackett St., Portland. The
Canada's master accordionists
newly-formed club is for
of the Quebecois style of folk
people who enjoy the outdoors
music. Bruneau comes to
and outdoor activities, such as
Portland for a show accompahiking, canoeing and biking.
• The Brazilian Arts Trio is
nied by pianist Denis Pepin
At tonight's meeting, Julie
visiting Maine as part of the
and step dancer Pierre CharHaenle presents slides from
state's cultural exchange with
• Some music is better seen
trand, playing both traditional
her camel trek to India and her than ... Melody and distortion
Rio Grande do Norte in Brazil. Quebecois music and some of
trip to Thailand.
The trio will be in Maine for
are the virtues of Bullet Lahis own compositions in the
two weeks, performing classi- Quebecois style. Also on the
Volta, a metalcore, thrash,
cal works by Brazilian compost-punk (i.e., loud and
bill for tonight's "La Fete
posers written or transcribed
simple) band, who put the
Francais" is Maine accordionperformance back into the live for piano, clarinet and violin.
ist Dickie Morneau, who will Today's performance is at the
music
shows
at
Zootz,
31
be accompanied by guitarist
• A benefit for the PortlandUSM Portland Campus Center and pianist Toots Bouthot. The
Forest
Ave.,
Portland.
The
based international magazine
at 1 p.m. The trio will offer
band's lead vocalist Yukki
folk festival of accordion
The Underground Forest takes
workshops and lectures while
Gipes belts of ballads of
music is at 8 p.m. at the
place tonight at Zootz, 31
in residency. Check the listing Portland Performing Arts
"lyrical
angst."
Portland's
own
Forest Ave., Portland. The
for times and locations.
brittle body (yup, that's a sic)
Center, 25A Forest Ave.
magazine is published in
• Boston's Shirley Lewis
opens. For more information,
Tickets are $11, available at
English and Spanish and
belts out soulful blues, and
call 773-8187.
the PPAC box office (774features contributions from
tonight she takes the stage
• On the quieter side ... Art
0465) and Amadeus Music
with her band the Movers at
talks pick up again at Bowand Gallery Music.
RaOUl's,
865
Forest
Ave.,
doin. Elizabeth Cropper,
• A revival of the traditional
Portland.
professor of the history of art
Kennebunk Town Hall Fiddle
at Johns Hopkins, gives a
Contest and Old-Time Country
lecture
on
the
French
painter
Music Show is happening .
Would you bring these boys
Nicolas
Poussin
(1594-1665)
tonight at 8 p.m. at the Ken~
home to meet mother1.f
nQt you can sneak out to see and the writer Montaigne,
nebunk Town Hall, Rts. 1 and
them September 7.
"Painting and Possession:
35 in Kennebunk. The show
which used to be a regular
event hasn't happened for
several years. Six to 10 fid• Greater Portland Landdlers, men and women alike,
marks' leads a trip out of1own are expected to compete. Any
for a tour of the older villages
fiddlers who are interested in
competing are asked to call
ahead. The Old Country Radio
Gang are also on the bill,
playing nostalgic country
music. Tickets are $6 for
adults, $3 children and seniors.
For more informationy call
967-3755 or 985-4343.

Phlllpe Bruneau brings
Quebecois style folk
accordion to the Portland
Performing Arts Center
September 9.

The Nashville Bluegrass Band
Is one of the attractions at
Thomas Point Beach. See
September 1.

.
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MOVIES
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TORCH SO~\GAT.

TRILOGY

SUNGLASSES
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SEPT. 1,2, FRJ.-SAT.11:45
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BANOPHOTOS
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SEPT. 3,4,5
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SUN. MAT. 1. EVE 7
MON. ·TUES.7

Double Bill

PORTLAND'S LOWEST
PRICES·PERIOD

ROCK. ALTERNATIVE • pop
RECORDS, TAPES, CD'S
773-1310

Kin5 of Hearts
Harol and Maude
SEPT. 6·9

SUN. MAT 3
SUN. - TUES. 9
WED· SAT 6:45.9: 15

Pelle
the Conqueror
10 Exchange St. Portland

772·9600

****

Michael Robinson
had some well chosen words for
Uncle Billy's Bar·B·Que*
Here's a sample:

"fWlky... incredibly good (food)
...The meatiest, the smokies~ the best
ribs I've ever tasted ... physical crav·
ing ... addictive ...perfect ribs, perfect
slaw, perfect beans, perfect chicken
... meat so tender that a slrong word
will separate it from the bone
... ready to explode with fITe and
flavor ... triumph ...,
Outstanding!

UNCLE BILLY'S
Southside Bar-B-Que

60 Ocean St .. South Po~land. 767·711i
Hou,,: 4 '10:30 p.m. T..sday tllrough Sunday.
Clo ..d Mondays. Ru,and wi ...
• MaiM SwuIay Tc/~gram. July JO , 1989

Acting
Classes
For
Ordinary
People
Center for
Performance
Studies
Box 8515,
Portland

LA FETE FRANCAISE
WITH
PHILIPPE BRUNEAU
Saturday, Sept. 9th, 8:00 PM
Portland Performing Arts Center
25A Forest Ave.

KING
POSTPONED TO

Tickets $11 Call: 774.()465
Available also at Amadeus Music
&Gallery Music

774-2776

Take Out

772-0360
1989 MUSIC SERIES PRESENTED BY PORTLAND PERFORMING ARTS

Open 6 Days 10 a.m. -10 p.m.
147 Cumberland Ave. Portland

MON. - SEPT. 11
DUE TO LAID-BACI{
AFRICAN TIME
Aug. 31 tickets
still valid Sept.l1.

Refunds available.

THE UNDERGROUND
FOREST BENEFIT
featuring:

Darien Brahms, Crazy Moonbeam
Los Hermanos Minsk
WED. - SEPT. 6 - 8:30

p.m. - $3

31 FOREST AVENUE, PORTLAND. 773-8187

August 31, 1989
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Unci. Buck is John Candy's annual
summer comedy - this year directed
by John Hughes. Uncle Buckcornes to
stay and take care of his nephew and
nieces
When H.rry M.t S.lIy Meg Ryan
and Billy Crystal play on-and-ofl acquaintances, who challenge the supposition that men and women cannot
be friends . This isn't a movie that gets
one thinking about the meaning of
modern relationships, but it is thoroughly enjoyable. The short segments
of interviews with married couples add
spice to the love story between Crystal
and Ryan.

Casco Bay Weekly

Restaurant and Tavern

Sample Old Port's
Best Raw Bar!

Compiled by Ann Sitomer

Lobsters. Steamers
Oysters. Mussels. S

LI.tlng. mu.t be recelv.d by 5 pm the Thu..day prior to publlc.tlon
Ann Sitomer, C •• co B.y Weekly, 187 Clark Street, Portland 04102

on the waterfront
. in thc Old Port
Commercial Street

Portland, ME • 774-3550

Port ~
Bake

House

The Aby.. is the latest from down
under. and this time ifs not Australia.
The undersea epic offers great deepsea special effects, but the plot is bewildering. A submarine, a nuclear
warhead. a deranged naval officer and
an alien creature all figure in the story.
Ed Harris and Mary Elizabeth Mastrantonio star.
Batman Michael Keaton is Bruce
Wayne, fighting against an oppressive
evil world of Gotham City lorded by the
Joker (Jack Nicholson). The sets are
designed by Anton Furst, who designed
the sets for Stanley Kubrick's -Full Metal
Jacket, - among other films. The movie
has a wonderful look. Unfortunately,
the plot and characters fall far short of
the movie's menacing and profound
sets.

Harold .nd M.ude Bud Cart and
Ruth Gordon play a couple of unlikely
friends. Cart is the awkward adolescent obsessed with death. Gordon is
an elderly woman, who captures Cort's
affections . ... A cult classic worth the
trip to the movies.
Ho...y, I Shrunk the Kids Rick
Morani. loses his and the neighbors'
kids in the backyard after an experiment backfires. Shown with "Tummy
Trouble," which stars the stars ofToon

Town
Indiana Jone. .nd the La.t
Crusade The third part in the Indiana
Jones trilogy maintains the sense of
humor and adventure in the previous
installments. River Phoenix does a
good job as the adolescent Indie and
Sean Connery lays aside his own reputation as a man of adventure to play
Indie's stolid academic father.

r--------------,

What's Where
Maine Mall Cinemas
Ualne Mall Road, S Portland

n4·1Q22
•••• n •• and vWeot ... CR.
1,3:1 0, 5:20. 7:30.9:45
Turn ..... Hootch- (pG)

12:45.3, 5:10,7:15,9:25
p.,.nthood (PC·,;,)
12:45.3:45. " 9:50
Lethal W•• pon II (R)
1:45,4,7:05,9:30

aatm." tPG·t3l

1:30,4:30.7'20.

,0

Honey, I Shrunk the Kid. (PC.
l. 3:10. 5:20. 7:25. 9 :35
Pet... Pan to)
12 noon (1hrought Sep 4)
Th_ Aby. . CPG-13)
1,4,7.10

Acrossfrom Union Station Plaza

Nickelodeon

• Same Quality • Plenty of
Baked Goods Free Parking

Te l1l>le ~~~~7d5~' Ponland
Aelentl ••• fA)
1:15,4:15, 7:15.9:10
Uncle Buck (PC)
1 :10,4:20.7.9:20
c.."alt ... of War (Rt

Use our "Baker's Dozen"
Bread Card for a Free loaf
StiU at 434 Fore St- • Old Port &: cornerbrook MaD So. portland

Sf. John Sf. 773-5466

1:10. 9:30 ~hrough Aug 31)
, :25. ':10, 7:10, 9:30 (hom Sop 1)

Che.c:1Ih

a FrI.nd. (G!

1:25. 4:10 (through Aug 31

C .....ltl_ of W.r Michael J. Fox

Savour our gounnet coffees and teas,
We'll gladly help with your selections.
Ample free parking,
Monday - Friday 1DAM - 6PM, Saturday 9 - 5,

773-2919 • 142 St. John Street, Portland

and Sean Penn star in this movie,
based on the true story of five soldiers
in Vietnam who kidnap, rape and murder a Vietnamese women during an
extended patrol. The story was originally reported in The New Yorker
magazine in the late '60s, and is unique
in that four of the men were actually
tried and convicted. The movie depicts
neither the horror of the crime nor the
difficulty with which the soldiers were
brought tojustice. Sean Penn plays the
leader of the pack, who turns from a
bad boy into a violent man alter the
death of a close friend during an ambush by the Vietcong. Fox plays the
one man in the squad, who won't go
along with crime and can do nothing to
save the life of the captive. The story's
drama - the violence of the crime, the
good soldier's impotence and his eventual courage - are virtually ignored by
director Brian de Palma. The movie
seems to glorify the crime and understate the justice. De Palma should stick
to fiction; his true-life stories come
across as a sick macho fantasy.
De.d p_t. Society Peter Weir's
movie i s about a grou p of schoolboys in
a strict New England prep school who
are inspired by an English teacher
(Robin Williams) to look beyond the
ordinary and to live their own dreams
rather than conform to the expectations of their parents and schoolmasters. Williams' acting does little to inspire, but his character gives the rest of
the story the impetus it needs to carry
on without him. Using the haunting and
mystical images that have become. his
trademark, Weir makes the boys' mlnation into life, love and poetry extraordi-

D_d P . .t. _lety IPG)
1, 4:15.6:45.9:15
w..... Ha,.y M.t "I~ IPG-13)
1:30.'.7:30.9: 5
indiana .Ion •• end
the L ••t ene.ade (PG.131
1:20.4:05.6:50.9:15
F ..1d
D...
(PG)
':15.7:15, 9:40 (through Aug 31)
Rud. AwakenlnalAI
t:15 (throoghAug3 }

0' am.

The Movie.

Parenthood Ron Howard's tale of child
rearing in middle-dass America. Steve
Martin plays the man with a high pressure job, who wants to be superdad.
While Jason Robards and a cast of
thousands meander through some
tasteless humor about famity life , peppered with a few serious and poignant
moments.
Pell. the Conqueror Max von Sydow
plays a drunken Swedish widower who
leaves his country with his young son
Pelle to seek a better life. The movie
focuses on the pair's struggles with the
tyrannical farm manager where they
have found employment and young
Pelle's struggle to raise above it all.
Rel.ntl.s. Judd Nelson plays a cop's
son whose relationship with his father
pushes him over the edge .
Tha Rocky Horror Picture Show
is a cult movie extravaganza. The story,
if you must know, is about a young
couple whose car breaks down on a
stormy night and find themselves
trapped in a castle inhabited by people
from the planet Transsexual. Susan
Sarandon plays the timid Janet. Tim
Cu rry is wonderful in leather and lace,
singing -Sweet Transvestite:

10 Exchange. Portland

n2-9600

The Rookr Horror Pictu... Show (R)
Sap ' -2 at 11 :"5 pm

Torch Sona TrtlogJ IA)
Aug 3O-Sop 2
Wed-Sat at 7. 9:15
Sat mal at 1, 3;15

H=as"/':!.:~-:-de
Sun at

3-5

(3). 7 (9)

Moo-Tue at 7, (9)
Pel.. the Conqu ...r
Sop 6-9
Wed-Sat at 6:45. 9:15

SUNDAY+

Choose from over 200 styles!
From economical 12'x20' to
luxurious 36'x24' we'll help
you design the garage that's
right for you, Pick up our
color catalog today showing
our complete selection.

Broken Men (rock) Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth, Portland. 774-1441.
Boom Shanka (rock) Gena's, 13
Brown, Portland. 761-2506.
D.nl Trlb.sm.n (reggae) Raoul's,
665 Forest Ave., Portland. 773-6886.
Corne..ton. (rock) The Brunswick,
34 West Grand, Old Orchard Beach.
934-4873.
S.vvy (rock) Mr. Goodbar, 6 West
Grand, Old Orchard Beach. 934-9265.
Savoy Truffl. (rock) The Pound, Shore
Rd., Cape Neddick. 363-5471.

~

Movies are not scheduled at press tlma;
call ahead to confirm tImes

uncle_klPGI

Evening Star
ScheclJle sublect to change
Tontine Mall Brunswick
729-5486
T\Wne. & Hooch IPGI
7, 9 (through Aug 31)

Pride. Corner Drlve·ln
Bridgton Road. WOO\brool<
7Q7·3154

Saco Drlve·ln
RI. 1. Saco

282-<1386

King Sunny Ad4 has been postponed
until Sep 11 (African juju music) lootz,
31 Forest Ave., Portland. 773-8187.
Hamm.r H •• d (rock) Gena's, 13
Brown, Portland. 761-2506.
Brlttl.
Body
and
The
Neighborhoods (rock) Tree Cafe,
45 Danforth, Portland. 774-1441.
Baked Potat_. (rock) Spring Point
Cafe, 175 PickettSt., S. Portland. 7674627.
Fla.hback (rock) MooseAlley, 46 Market St., Portland. 774-5246.
Flo.tlng Bo.t. (rock) Old port Tavern, 11 MoutonSt., Portland. 774-0444.
Gopherbroke (acoustic duo) Amigo's,
9 Dana St., Portland. 772-0772.
Theln.pecto .. (rock) The Brunswick,
34 West Grand, Old Orchard Beach.
934-4873.
Straight Up (pop) Mr. Goodbar, 6
West Grand, Old Orchard Beach. 9349285 .
R.D •. Rlddum (reggae) The Pound,
Shore Rd., Cape Neddick. 363-5471 .

FRIDAY+
The Wild He.rt., Ghandi'. Lunchbox and The M.rI.na'. (rock)
Gena's, 13 Brown, Portland. 761-2506.
Broken Men (rock) Tree Cafe, 45
Danforth, Portland . 774-1441.
Eight to the B.r (r&b) Raoul's, 865
Forest Ave., Portland. 773-6886.
Big Chl.f &: the Contl ...nt.l. (r&b)
Spring Point Cafe, 175 Pickett St., S .
Portland. 767-4627.
R.dlo Flyer (rock) Horsefeathers, 193
Middle, Portland. 773-3501.
The S ..... (rock) Moose Alley, 46
Market St., Portland. 774-5246.
Floating Boat. (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 MoutonSt., Portland. 774-0444.
The W.lk. . . (new folk) Dry Dock, 84
Commercial, Portland. 774-3550.
Gopharbrok. (acoustic duo) Amigo's,
9 Dana St., Portland. 772-0772.
The Inspecto.. (rock) The Brunswick,
34 West Grand, Old Orchard Beach.
934-4673.
Savvy (rock) Mr. Goodbar, 8 West
Grand, Old Orchard Beach. 934-9265.
Port and St.rblrd (acoustic) The
Shawmut Inn, Kennebunkport. 9673931.
1.I.nd Side (reggae) The Pound, Shore
Rd., Cape Neddick. 363-5471.

Wickes Lumber
M-Thur. 8-6
Fri. 8-8
Sat. 8-5

238 Riverside St.
Portland, Maine
772-2884

Urb.n Artl.t Performance Stag.
(open mike for acoustic musicians,
poets and performance artists) Tree
Cafe, 45 Danforth, Portland. 774-1441.

TUESDAY+
Ragamuffin Soldier (reggae) Tree Cafe,
45 Danforth, Portland. 774-1441.

WEDNESDAY+
The W.lke .. (new folk) Tree Cafe, 45
Danforth, Porttand. 774-1441.
M.nlac. (rock) Geno's, 13 Brown, Portland. 761-2506.
D.rlen Brahm., Crazy Moonbe.m
and Los Hermanos Mln.k(folk, etc.)
perform at a benefit for the Underground Forest, a Portland-based bilingual magazine with international distribution, at lootz, 31 Forest Ave.,
Portland. Evening also includes poetry
reading and performance art. Program
begins at 6:30 pm .
Red Light Revu. (r&b) Raoul's, 865
Forest Ave., Portland. 773~686.

DANCING+
Zootz, 31 Forest, Portland. Thu: house
music and new music; Fri : Post Modern - all ages; Sat: latest dance music;
Sun : request night; Tue: Hip House -all
ages. 773-8167.
The Exch.nge Club, 33 Exchange,
Portland. Open Wed-Sun, until 3:30
am on Fri-Sat. 773-0300.

UPCOMING+
Bull.t La Volt. Sep 7 (rock) lootz, 31
Forest Ave, Portland. 773-6167.
Llf. In Between and Ultra Blu.
Sep 8 (new music) Tree Cafe, 45
Danforth, Portland. 774-1441.
Annl Clark Sep 9 (folk) Record release
party, Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave., Portland. 773-6886.

• DAILY SCHEDULE •
All. CRUISES:
$8 per person; $7 children! senior citizens
Group rates available

10:00 - 11:30 CASCO BAY CRUISE
12:10 - 12:50 HARBOR LUNCH CRUISE ($3.00)
Bring your own lunch, or order hot or cold sandwiches
from our snack bar_ FuU beverage service.

1:15 - 2:45

MUSIC
SHOWS

Hot Property and Stygian (rock!
metal) Gena's, 13 Brown, Portland.
761 -2506.
Brok.n Men (rock) Tree Cafe, 45 DanSt.amboat Trio Gazz) Harbor cruise
forth , Portland. 774-1441.
7:30- 10 pm aboard the Longfellow /I
Hindenbergs (rock) Spring Point Cafe,
departing from Long WhBrl, Portland.
175 Pickett St. , S. Portland. 767-4627.
TIckets are $12.50. For more informaRadio Flyer (rock) Horsefeathers, 193
tion, call 774-3578.
Middle, Portland . 773-3501 .
Activ. Cultur. (reggae) Raoul's, 865 Bay Chamber Concert. (classical)
violinists Roy Malan and Mayuki
Forest Ave ., Portland. 773-6686.
Fukuhara, violist Rami Solomonow and
The Walke .. (new folk) Dry Dock, 64
cellist Michael Maragen perform
Commercial, Portland. 774-3550.
Mozart's Trio for Piano. Violin and Cello
Th. S.n •• (rock) Moose Alley, 46
in E Major, K. 542; Arensky's Trio for
Market St., Portland. 774-5246.
Piano, Violin and Cello in D minor, Op.
Flo.tlng Boat. (rock) Old Port Tav32; and Schumann's Ouintet for Piano
ern, 11 Mouton St., Portland. 774-0444.
and Strings in E flat major, Op . 44. PerGopherbroke (acoustic duo) Amigo's,
formance is at 6:15 pm, preceded by a
9 Dana St. , Portland. 772-0772.
lecture at 7 pm. For ticket information,
Co......to... (rock) The Brunswick,
call 236-2823.
34 West Grand, Old Orchard Beach.
934-4873.
S.vvy (rock) Mr. Goodbar, 8 West
Grand, Old Orchard Beach . 934-9285.

3:15 - 4:45

ISUlnd Cruise
Harbor CrUise
5:20 - 6:20 Attitude Adjustment Cruise ($4.00)
7 p.rn. - 9 p.rn. Sunset Cruise .
Departs froJll Fisherman's Wharf • Conunerclal St.
Look for our Ticket Booth.· 883-5456

Sixnes LlifliSlil;S,
Miscellaneous Musical ",;vvc"••
Available for
weddings, special events,
company and private parties.
Call: 774.4349 or 767·0873
Aug. 30 - 31
Porl Gardens, Kennebunkport

Sept. 1

'

Spring Point Cafe, So. Portland

Sept. 2, Bar Harbor, Private

• Final Two Cruises!

•

Casco Bay Lines
Sept. 3, 10 (5-8 p.m.)

U

xun

Fl jU . SIZE
EI\TEHTAlrmEI\T

THURSDAY+

Westbrook PQza
854-9116

7,9, weekend mall. 3
When Ha,.y M.t SallY 1111
7:15, 9:15, weekend matsal f :15, 3:15
Nlghtma.. _ .Im at...t V (III
7.9
Caauatta.. 01 War (1Ia)
7, 9. weekend mats at 1, 3
C_tah & Fri ...... (G)
weekend mals aI 1. 3
Indlanll .. on••• nd
the L ••t Cru..... (PG.t3)
7:15, 9:15, weekend mats all :1S. 3:15

THURSDAY+

SATURDAY+

Cinema City

nary.

Please write the Environmental
at:
257 Park Ave. South, NY, NY 10010 for a free brochure.

King of H.art. A Scottish soldier
looks lor an enemy bunker during World
War I in a deserted town taken over by
inmates of an insane asylum.
Lethal W_pon II Danny Glover and
Mel Gibson play twocops fighting South
African drug smugglers. Lots of product placement and politically correct
asides make up the bulk of this one.
The movie starts in the beginning of a
car chase; plot is something which
never seems to cross the producer's
mind.

MUSIC
CLUBS

15

Planning a Garage?

MONDAY+ .

SILVER
SCREEN
HAPPY HOUR
4-6 MON,-FRI

Port .nd St.rblrd (acoustic) The
Shawmut Inn, Kennebunkport 9673931.
Rolli. Gray &: Sunflre (reggae) The
Pound, Shore Rd., Cape Neddick. 3635471 .

•• x, lie. and vldeotap. Steven
Soderbergh's debut movie (yup, he's
26 years old) won the prize at Cannes .
The movie is a sex comedy that explores the psychological makeup of
four characters. James Spader plays a
young man who isonly sexually aroused
by viewing videotaped interviews of
women divulging the details of their
sex life. The other three characters
include a frigid young wife whose husband is having an affair with her sister.
Torch Song Trilogy A female impersonator has had many lovers, but is
looking for one loving and stable relationship. He falls in love, only to diScover that his lover is having an affair
with a women. Turner and Hooch Tom
Hanks plays a cop with a dog. Both
boys work to bust a drug-smuggling
ring and still have time for a ro~ .

MORE+

COMPATIMATES

Share the Romance
at Portland's
Great Little
Italian Restaurant
41 Middle St. • Portland
774-2972

is for Jewish singles
of all ages_
Call JCC at
772·1959 for more info.

16

C..,cc Bay Weekly

Come on out danclnQ and meet your
at Maine's two biggest BUrrito Bars:

Sat. Sept. 2

Raoul's Roadside Attraction
Fri. & Sat. Sept. 8-9
Harbor Light Cafe

Katherine Clark
proudly
announces
her ownership

•
•

of

~.\\ T~,• .

~

[iIJI'llliI~

MORE

MUSIC SHOWS

..'#...

FRIDAY+
32A MARKET ST.
PORTLAND, ME
NEXT TO ERIC'S
IN THE OLD PORT

CALL FORAN

NOW OPEN
We Buy & Sell
Used CDs,
Cassettes and LPs
• Low Prices
• Wide selection of rock,
reggae and blues
I

• Plenty of parking
•
T-shirts, posters & more

874-0000

Music you won't find euerywhere else

402 Forest Ave., Portland

18 Monument Square/Corner of Fore & Exchange

D.vonsquare (folk) 12 noon, Monument Square, Portland. free and open
to the public.
Ballamy .lazz Band Gazz) Harbor
cruise 7:30-10 pm aboard the Longfe~
low II departing 1 Long Wharf, Portland. Tickets are $12.50. For more
infonnation, call 774-3578.
.1_ William. Gazz) 8 pm, The Waterville Valley Bridge. Rt. 49, N.H. Tickets
are $20-$27. For ticket infonnation,
call 603-236-4166.
Annual Bluegra•• F•• tlval (bluegrass) Three-day festival at Thomas
Point Beach. Admission is $45 for all
three days; Fri $16. For more infonnation, call 725-6009.

SATURDAY+
Annual Bluegra•• F••tlv.1 (bluegrass) Three-day festival at Thomas
Point Beach. Admission is $45 for all
three days ; Sat $18. For more information, call 725-6009.
Pet. Seeger.nd Cordon Bok (folk)
Benefit concert for The Rockport Apprenticeshop, a boat-building school, 8
pm at the Maine Center for the Arts,
University of Maine, Orono. For ticket
infonnation, call 581-1755.
N.II Young (folklrock) 7:30 pm, Veteran's Park, Manchester, N.H. Maria
McKee opens. Tickets are $19.50,
available at Ticketron and Teletron,
800-382-8080.

SUNDAY+

Portland and South Portland Only

(Across from Tn-State Auto)

774-4446

LOOKING
FOR

Annual Bluegrass Fa.tlval (bluegrass) Three-day festival at Thomas
Point Beach . Admission is $45 for all
three days; Sun $20. The big Legends
of Bluegrass Concert is today. For
mote infonnation, call 725-6009.
Big Chlaf & tha Contl_ntal. (r&b)
5-8 pm, Casco Bay Unes, departing
from the Ferry Terminal, Franklin and
Commercial streets, Portland. TICkets
are $10. For more information, call
774-7871 .
Red LIght Revua (r&b) Harbor cruise
7 :30-10 pm aboard the Longfellow II
departing 1 Long Wharf, Portland.
Tickets are $12.50. For more infonnation, call 774-3578.
Mil. . Davl. (jazz) 8 pm, The Waterville Valley Bridge, Rt 49, N.H. TICkets
are $20-$27. For ticket infonnation,
call 603-236-4166.

MONDAY+
wedding? anniversary?
glass is the perfect gift!
vases / goblets / perfumes

SEPTEMBER 1-2-3
ROSA'S- Portsmouth, NH
SEPTEMBER 10
LONGFELLOW CRUISE
-Portland
7:30-10:00PM

DON'T GET MAD••• GET UPSET!

great stuff!

CONTEMPORARY GLASS
20 MILK aTI=IEET / .07772·90711
MAINa041D1

,r~ 4·~

~WDOOlKS
146 Ocean St. , South Portland
Tel. 799-SAVE
Used & Out-of-Print Book!!
We buy books, 100.
Tue. to Fri. 11-5, Sal 12-4
Other times by chance ...

GUN BOOKS
RECENTLY ACQUIRED ...

Favorites BOOM

SHANKA

_#'/#;IjiilfN,\'.
ComIng_ ...... N.Y.C.-

-W""'f",wl1

First Time at GENO'S MAN lACS

The cool sounds of NORMA TROY
THE WORLD FAMOUS BLUEJAYS

IEI:Jit'l~'J:fila']iii!lj:I'll;SffiIII

EndleN Summar Ba.h (rock) In
The Flesh, The Inspectors, The Boyz,
Rokken, The Sense and Double Talk
play at 8:30 pm in USM's Hill Gymnasium on Gorham campus. Admission
is $5 in advance, $6 at the door. For
more information, call 780-5470.

ON
STAGE

High .llnx Juggling duo perform Aug
31, 12 noon at Maine National Bank
plaza, Pordand. Free and open 10 the
public.
Mixed Nut. Improv theater Aug 31, 8
pm at the Thomas Inn. Rt. 302, S.
Casco. Tickets are$10. For more information, call 655-3292.
Am.r tha Eccantrlc Benefit performance for the Island Health Center
Sep 1, 8 pm at the Lions Club Playhouse on Peaks Island. Tickets are
available at Hillside Lumber on Peaks.
For more infonnation, call 766-2929 .
Cel.bratlon Bam Theater Students
from Tony Montanaro's Mime, lmprovisation and Storytelling Workshop perfonn Sap 1. new vaudevillian Randy
Judkins perfonns Sep 2. Perfonnances
are at 8 pm. TICkets are $5 for adults,
$2.50 lot children 12 and under. Celebration Bam Theater is located on
Stockfarm Road, off Rt. 117N in South
Paris. For more in1onnation, call 7438452.
You Cen't Get Th.re From H.ra
Song s and sketches poking fun at life
in Maine performed by the Mad Horse
Theatre Company through Sep 10 at
the company's new theater at 955
Forest Ave., Portland. Perfonnances
are Thu-Sat at 8 pm, Sun at 7 pm.
Tickets are $14 ; $2 discount for students and seniors. For reservations,
call 797-3338.
Not a Ch.nc. of. Ghost Play about
two yuppies who buy a haunted house
in Maine through Sep 10 at Ihe Schoolhouse Arts Center at Sebago Lake.
Perfonnances are Thu-Sal at 8 pm,
Sun at 2 pm. Tickets are $10 for adults,
$6 for kids. For more infonnation, call
642-3743.
Tha Hunchback of Notre Dama
Play by Timothy Wheeler based on the
novel by Victor Hugo Sep 2 at 8 pm
(matinee Sep 2) at the Theater at Monmouth. TICkets are $8.50-$13. Fot more
infonnation, call 933-9999.
Talking With by Jane Martin Humorous and poignant celebration of women
perfonned by the East Coast Theater
Company Sep 8-9, 8 pm at the Dunaway Center, Ogunquit. Tickets are
$10. For more infonnation, call 9852346.
Raachlng
Out
for
Taan
Awara_ •• (ROTA) Local peer
education perfotming lroupe is looking
for people to educate and discuss
important issues with young people in
the area. There will be a weekend
training retreat for leen members and
adu It leaders Sap 15-1 7 in Bryant Pond
and Sep29-Oct 1 in Lincolnville. Scholarships are available. For more information about ROTA call the University
of Maine Cooperative Extension at 7804205.

Parker, America's Finest Shotgun
1.M . Browning American Gunmnker
Antique Firearms
The Book of the 22
Famous Guns of/he Smithsonian
H is/ory of the ColI R""olver
... and much more!

ALSO, MANY BOOKS ON
HUNTING & FISmNG.
Stop in for a few minutes, or
browse for hours. Enjoy!
We're air-conditione d .

B.th Municipal Band (concert band)
Summer Family Concert Series, 8 pm,
Brunswick MaU . Free and open to the
public. For more in/onnation , call the
Brunswick Area Chamberof Commerce
725-8797.
Planl.t and compo.ar Tom
.Johnson (new music) perfonns piano music for 88 keys based on arithmetic at 7:30 pm in 101 Gibson Hall,
Bowdoin College, Brunswick. For more
infonnation, call 725-3321 .

UPCOMING+
Brazlll.n Art. Trio Sep 8 (classical)
Violin, clarinet and piano trio from
Maine's sister state in Brazil, Rio
Grande do Norte, perfonn works by
Brazilian composers at 1 pm in the
USM's Campus Center, Portland. For
more information, call 780-5246.
Philippa Bftln_u and Dlckl.
Mom_u Sep 9 (French-Canadian
folk music and step dancing) 8 pm.
Portland Perfonning Arts Center, 25A
Forest Ave., Portland. Tickets are $11
at the PPAC box office (774-0465) or
Amadeus Music and Gallery Music.
Country Music Show Sep 9 (country) Fiddlers conlest and a perfonnance by the Old Country Radio Gang at
8 pm at the Kennebunk Town Hall, Rts.
1 and 35. Tickets are $6 for adults, $3
children and seniots . For more information , call 967-3755 or 985-4343.

DANCE

C••co B.y Mova,. Fall session
begins Sep 7 at 341 Cumberland Ave.,
Portland. Jazz and tap classes for all
ages and abilities. For more information , call 871 -1013.
Tha Nutcracker American Ballet East
is holding auditions for·The Nutcracker"
Sep 9. Auditions for dancers 12 and
under are at 10 am ; for dancers 13 and
older at 11 :30 am. Auditions are at 17
Bishop St., Portland. 878-3031.
School of Amarlcan Danca Open
House Meet the faculty, see a perfonnance by students and register for fall
classes Sep 9, 2:30-4 pm at 17 Bishop
St, Portland. For mote infonnation,
call 878-3031 .

F.ller .. Company. One Pleasant
St, Portfand. Sculptures by Alan D.
Marcuse and photographs by Pamela
Toulouse through Sap 15. Works may
be viewed by appointment, 773-6952.
Great Atlantic Tour and trav.l,
981 Forest Ave., Portland. Porcelain
works by potter Carol Griffith from
Thomaston during Sep. Opening reception Sep 10, 1-4:30 pm. Hours:
Mon-Fri 9 am-5:30 pm.
G ....nhut G.llerle., 146 Middle St.,
Portland. ·Mainescapes." landscapes
and seascapes of Maine scenes by
both local and internationally known
artists through Sap 5. Hours: Mon-Sat
10:30 am-5:30 pm. 772-2693.
P.rson G.II.ry of Art, Westbrook
College, 716 Stevens Ave., Portland.
The permanent collection and selected
loans through Sep 10. Hours: Tue-Fri
10 am 4 pm , Thu until 9 pm. Sat-Sun 15 pm. 797-9546 .
PI_ T ..... Shop .nd Bayvl.w CalI.ry. 75 Market St., Portland. New
work by Carol Sebold and Orrin Tubbs
through Sep 5. Hours: Tue, Wed and
Sat 10 am-6 pm, Thu-Fri 10 am-8 pm .
773-3007.
Portl.nd Public Llbr.ry, Monument
Square, Portland. Recent abstract
paintings by Janice May Scott Sep 529. Hours: Mon, Wed and Fri 9 am-6
pm, Tue and Thu 12-9 pm and Sat 9
am-5 pm . 871-1700.
Stain Gla•• Callary, 20 Milk St.,
Portland. Multi-layered vessel forms
by Elizabeth Pannell through Sep 15.
772-9072.
Univa,.lty of Southam M.lna The
Art of Revolution: Political Poster Art
from Latin America through Sap 22 at
the AREA Gallery, USM Portland
Campus Center. Hours: Mon-Sat 10
am-l0 pm, Sun 12-5 pm . 780-4090.

GALA

.larry L.wl. Labor Day W_kand
T.I.thon Local festivities Sep 3, 12·
6 pm and Sep 4, 10 am-6 pm at Deering OakS Park. Entertainment, games,
clowns and lots of food. Sap 3: Lobster
Bake, 12:30 pm; perfonnance by the
cast of · Broadway by the Sea,- 2 pm ;
Auction and Streamliner 3:30-6 pm.
Sep4: Portland Players, lOam: Gigantic Auction, 11 am ; Tiffany, Charlie &
Mike in Combo perfonn cabaret tunes .
12 noon ; Lazy Mercedes plays new
folk, 1 pm ; Bellamy Jazz, 2 pm, Auction, 3 pm ; Elvis in Memory Show, 4
pm. TICkets for lobster bake are $15 in
advance, $20 at the gate. For more infonnation, call 878-3749.
T... Underground Fo....t Benefit
for the Portland-based bi-lingual magazine features music, poetry and perfonnance art Sep 6, 8:30 pm at Zootz,
31 Forest Ave, Portland.

Center of N.tlv. Amarlcan Art
C.II.ry offer studio classes in clay,
raku, masks, Shamanism, drums,
papermaking, medicine shields and
mote . The gallery is located on Rt. 1 in
Woolwich . For more information. call
442-8399.
Danforth St....t Call.ry in Portland, a non-profit alternative gallery,
invites artists 60 and over to submit
work for a juried thematic exhibition
tided ·The Essence of Maine: Juror
Martin Dibner will select winners for
both professional and amateur categories. Work must be delivered by Nov 3.
For details send self-addressed
stamped envelope to ·Essence of
Maine" do Danforth Streel Gallery. 34
Danforth St., Portland, 04101, Attention Helen Rivas.
Tha Convnon Cround Fair is looking for a design to become the 1990
poster. Artists may submit one or two
designs by Nov. 1 on any theme relating to agriculture. The selected design
will be used for the 1990 fair poster and
t-shirt. It·s important that the style be a
appropriate for silk-screening, which
requires a minimum of blending and'or
shading. Pastels and water-colors are
not appropriate . Submissions will be
juried and the selected artist will receive a $500 honorarium. For more information, contact the Common Ground
Fair, PO Box 2176, Augusta, ME 04338
or phone 623-5115.

ON THE

WALL
OPENING+

Barrldoff Callery, 26 Free St., Portland. William Manning: Aurora and
Temple Series Sep 8-30 . Opening
reception Sep 8, 5-7 pm. Also at the
gallery, a selection of 19th and early
20th century art. Hours: Mon-Fri 10
am-5 pm, Sat 12-4 pm . 772-5011 .
O'Farrali Gallary, 46 Maine St., Brunswick. New paintings by Ruthanne
Harrison Sep 9-Oct 28. Opening reception Sep 9. 729-8228.
Elemants Callery, 56 MaineSt., Brunswick. Ceramic sculptures by Sharon
Townshend and tapestry rugs by Morris David Dorenleld are on exhibit Sep
9-Nov 3. Opening reception Sep 9, 5-7
pm. Hours: Tue-Sat 10 am-6 pm, Sun
2-5 pm. 729-1108.

Attornay C.n.ral'. Call.ry
SpaC., State Office Building, 6th floor.
Augusta. Prints by Robert Shetterly
through Sep 29. 289-2724.
Bowdoin CoII.ge Mu••um of Art,
Brunswick: Stories to Tell: The Narrative Impulse in Contemporary New England Folk Art through Sep 3. Carol
Plyant: Paintings through Oct 1. Hours:
Tue-Sat 10 am-8pm, Sun 2-5 pm. 7253275.
Tha Cent.r for The Art., 804 Washington, Bath . Summer Juried Show
through Sep 5. Hours: Tue-Fri 10 am4 pm, Sat 12 -4 pm. 442-8455.
Elements Gallery,56MaineSt., Brunswick. Painted and quilted fabric art by
Natasha Kempers-Cullen, sculptural
environments for jewelry by Condon
Kuhl, and other fine and contemporary
crafts by Maine artists through Sep 8.
Hours: Tue-Sat 10 am-6 pm , Sun 2-5
pm. 729-1108 .
HOM Sound Call.rie. North. 58
Maine St., Brunswick. New works by
John "-oench through Sep 24. Hours:
Mon-Sat 10:30 am-5 pm. 725-4 t 91 .
O'F.rreli Gallery, 46 Maine St., Brunswick. -The Meaning 01 Travel: new
paintings by James Linehan through
Sep 2. 729-8228.

Portl.nd Mus.um of Art Seven
Congress Square, Portland. Hours:
Tue-Sat, 10-5; Sun, 12-5; Free on
Thursday evenings, 5-9. Sentinels of
the Coast: Images of Lighthouses
(through Sep 10); Andrew Wyeth in
Maine: Selections from the Holly and
Arthur Magill Collection, an exhibit of
over 60 drawings and watercolors
(through Sep 24); Perspectives :
Celeste Roberge (through Oct 8); Watercolors by American Masters (through
Oct 15). 775-6148.
Artl.ans Callery, 334 Forest Ave.,
Portland. Drawings and reliefs by
Yvonne Janks Kellogg through Sep 13.
772-5522
B.rrldoff Callerles, 26 Free St., Portland. · Whafs The Big Idea?" Group
show through Sep 2. 772-5011.
Baz•• rPlzza, MonumentSquare, Portland. RasCul Art, ever changing walls
of illusion by Haven Washbum An drews III.
Congre •• Squ.... Gallery, 594 Congress St., Portland. Group Show : oils
by Wendy Kindred, oils and pastels by
Meg Brown Payson, oils and pastels
by Patt Franklin. oils by Phil Barker,
constructions by Quint-Rose and ceramic vessels by Mark Kuzio. 7743369.
Daan Valentga. Callary, 60 Hampshire SI.. Portland. New paintings and
COllaborations by James Koller through
Sep 3. Hours: Thu 5-9 pm, Sat-Sun 15 pm. 772-2042.

OFF THE

WALL

Maine Arts Convnlsslon In.tit ...
tiona I Support Program gives
grants to fund arts programs and projects in non-profit organizations statewide. Deadline is Oct 2. Guidelines
and application forms are available by
contacting the Maine Arts Commission, State House Station #25, Augusta, 04333. 289-2724.
Wildlife Art Cont.st sponsored by
the Maine Arts Commission and the
Dept. of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife is
open to Maine resident artists, amateur and professional. Each entrant
may submit up to two slides of paintings portraying live wildife, fish and
other fauna native to Maine. Winning
paintings will be displayed in the Governor's Gallery in the State House in
Augusta from mid-December through
the end of February 1990. For more
infonnation, call 289-2871.

Program Schedule
Night at the Movies
Evenings
1 PRJ

1 SAT
3 SUN
4MON

511JE

6 WED
7 TIlU

. Angel and the Badrrum
Big Wheel
D.O.A.
Delightfully Dangerous
Gospel According to St. Matthew
jamaica Inn
julius Caesar

Critic's Choices
Late Nights
1 PRJ

Alexander Nevsky
Beat the Devil
3 SUN Dementia 13
4MON Ecstasy
511JE Edge of the World
6 WED Emporer jones
7 TIlU Frieda
2 SAT

THE RED LIGHT6 REVUE

OUT OF TOWN+

AROUND TOWN+

TUESDAY+

'r

with SPECIAL GUESTS

C ....k H.rltage F •• tlval The Greek
Orthodox Church of Portland is hosting
a festival Sep 8, 12-8 pm; Sep 9, 11
am-l0 pm (dancing 6-10 pm); Sep 10,
12-6 pm . Free admission at 133 Pleasant St. (comer of Park and Pleasant),
Portland.

SENSE

Portland Sufi Ord.r Public Classes
-The God Ideal" (Hayat) Sep 3. 6:30-8
pm at 232 St. John St. (use back door),
Portland. Free and open to the public.
Making It In Maine is the topic of the
talk being given at the Portland Chamber of Commerce's first Eggs & Issues
BreakfastSep6,7:15amattheSonesta
Hotel in Portland. Cost is $8 for members, $10 for guest. To register, call
772-2Bl t.
Painting and Pos •••• lon:
Pou.sln's Painting for Chant..
lou.ndt ... EssaisofMontalg_
Lecture given by Elizabeth Cropper,
professor of the history of art at Johns
Hopkins, Sep 7, 7:30 pm in Kresge Auditorium, Visual Arts Center, Bowdoin
College, Brunswick. For more infonnation , call 725-3151 .
Oxford County: A Tour of It.
Village. Greater Portland Landmarks
offers a tour of some of the county's
most significant buildings and architecturally intact villages: Freiberg,
Sweden. Waterford Flat and Bethel
Sep 9, 9 am-4:30 pm. Cost is $35 per
person, which includes transportation
and lunch. Fot reservations, call 7745561.
E.tat. Planning Samlnar Series of
five non-technical discussions, designed for the general public, will focus
on minimizing tax bills. maximizing
effect of income, and protecting estates. Sessions will be held Tuesday
mornings, Sep 12-Oct 10, 9:30-11 am
in the auditorium at the Heffernan
Center, St. Joseph's COllege in Standish. There are no fees involved, but
pre-registration is required. For more
infonnation, call 892-6766 x. 791.
Public Spe.klng .nd P.rformanc. Workshop for people who give
oral presentations, focusing on preparation, breathing, voice projection and
timing Sep 9. 10 am-3 pm at the Maine
Writers Center, 19 Mason St., Brunswick. Cost is $25 for members of the
Maine Writers and Publishers alliance,
$30 for non-members. For more information, call 729-6333.
Kenn.bunk Writing Croup resumes meetings at the Kennebunk library on the second Sat and fourth
Wed each month. beginning Sep 9 at
9:30 am . All writers interested in fiction . non-fiction or poetry are welcome
to attend and read from their works.
For more information. call 985-4343.
Women and Salt Esteem Six-week
experimental workshop presented by
Crescent Moon Workshops beginning
Sep 12, 6:30-8:30 pm . Fee is $80. For
more information, call Karen Repasky
at 773-7117.

Aug. 30 Raoul's Dance Party
Aug. 31 Aqua Lounge, York Beach, ME
Sept. 1 Chocheeko Arts Fest, Dover, NH
Sept. 2 Aft. Senator Inn, Augusta, ME
Eve. Portland Club, Private
Sept. 3 Aft. Shawmut Inn
Eve. Cruise Longfellow II

Sept. Raoul's Dance Party
Sept. 9 Aft. Cape Elizabeth
Eve. Marriott Hotel
Sept. 10 Eve. New Gloucester
Sept. 13 Raoul's Dance Party
Sept. 16 Aft. Marriott Hotel
Eve. Abenaki CC, Rye, NH

Don't forget our end-of-summer bash
Sunday, Sept. 3, aboard the Longfellow II.

Now booking weddings and corporate parties for
fall & winter.
Specializing in Weddings, Corporate & Private Functions and Nightclubs.

CALL

ROCK & ROLL WtTH

Thurs_ Aug. 31

BAKED POTATOES

Fri. Sept. 1
FULL SIZE LUXURY
ENTERTAINMENT

Sat. Sept. 2

-2802

BIG I.UIEF
~~ I ~

& The Contll1entals
ROCK & ROLL WITH

HINDENBERGS

We're Air Conditioned! • Plenty of parking. Happy HoUl' 4-6

•••
The Ultimate Turl(ey Club
• Freshly Baked Turkey • Crisp Lettuce
• Scrumptious Bacon • Fresh Tomato
piled high on
Our Own Homemade Light Wheat Bread

MORE+
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MORE
SENSE

~1UthnI'sl1m1

Pilla and Steak Sandwiches
by Mike Quinn

Outdoor Patio Dining, too

Te'1: 773-3530

HOURS·
Lunch il.4 Dinner 4-10

LoBunRgeoUpenNuntilO";S

3~~~

773-3530
Free parking • VISA • MASTERCARD • AMERICAN EXPRESS

498 Congress Street, Portland
772-3932
Our jewelry is already half the cost of retaiL ..

But now all
Gold and Diamonds are 25% Off!
• Stereos • TVs • Musical Instrulllents
Tools • Antiques • Guns • VCRs
Portland
Store
ONLY

VCRs only $149. 50 while they last!

"ortland
Store
ONLY

4 STORES TO SERVE YOU

498 Congress Street, Portland. 330 Lisbon Street, Lewiston
155 Front Street, Bath • 185 Water Street, Augusta

uWe buy anything worth buying"

BUY • SELL • TRADE

:J. Ofl/) pO!8j!UTE"
~

SJiCYlPE

For All Ye Mighty
Wind Related JYeeds
3 Wbarf Street, Old Port, 871-00

MAINE
BALLROOM
DANCE
614 Congress St.
Portland, ME 04101
773-0002
Fall classes
starting Sept. 11.
Beginners: Tues.
or Wed. at 6:00pm.
Intermediate
& """" n"en

classes

D2~'f~~~ NEW LOCATION
& private

lessons also
available. Singles are
welcome!

5 Dana St., Old Port 0761-9567
open Daily 5 a.m./Sat·Sun 6 a.m.

These women weren't trained on any potato field

Portland's champs
Great sports accomplishments as a rule take a
while to sink in. During the moment, or even
immediately thereafter, there just isn't enough
time or perspective to appreciate the magnitude
of the occasion. When Stefi Graf won the Grand
Slam of Women's Tennis last year, it meant more
to her two weeks later at home in West Germany
watching television - when she had time to savor
her success.
When this glorious feeling of achieving the
ultimate is multiplied by 14, what you have is a
classic team victory fortified by unity andbonded
byblood,sweatand tears. Since the end of March,
Portland's Big League Women's Softball team
has been on a mission to repeat as National
Champions. Winning this prestigious ti tie in 1988
defied incredible odds.
Winning it back to back
coming from a tundralike, potato state up near
Canada is miraculous.
Many knew little of
this incredible feat until
the victors returned to
Portland Sunday, Aug.
20, letting Portland hear
of their victory wi th a
loud and proud parade
through the city streets.
Meet the miracle
workers who put Maine
on the maps two weeks
ago when they won the
National Championship
in Indiana. These talented girls range in age
between 16 and 19, and
the record shows they are
the best in the country.
Hats off to:

Murdcrer's Row! Wade Boggs, eat your heart
out. (For those of you who don't know batting
averages from the consumer price index: Wade
Boggs in his last 54 times at bat got 17 hits for a
batting average of .315, i.e 17+54.5helby Marshall
in her 54 times at bat during the toumement got
27 hits for a batting average of .500, i.e. 27+54.
Case closed.)
If Portland's women's team is equated with
Big League excellence, then the affiliated minor
league system would have to be Deering High
School. Eight of the 14 girls on the World Series
Champs attend Deering, and coach George
Roberts is a volunteer on the Deering coaching
staff.
Coach Roberts gives all the credit to his players, which is funny, becausetheygivea lotofit
right back to him. "Mr.
Roberts is an excellent
pitcher," noted Shelby
Marshall. "When he
threw us batting practice time after time at
60-65 mph - well, it got
us ready for the fast
throwers on these yearround teams like florida and California."
Robertsalso stressed the
critical need for every
player to be able to play
multiple positions. This
foresight plus the good
chemistry he fostered
led to another World
Series for the team.
And "team" is the
operative word for this
tight band of ball players. Ask a question to
Kim Shaw - second base
anyone player and
you're likely to get 14
Karen Bailey - pitcher
Ann Kelsen -center field
replies fired back
quicker than a Bailey
ShelbyMarshall-catcher
fast ball.
Lisa Farr - first base
A highlight tape of
Tracey Ouest-short stop
the team's favorite
Sue Hulit - right field
Fran Infantine -left field
phrases would include:
Northwest needs an
Fran Aceto - third base
airline ... Three up, three
down ... The water was
No great team gets
Yeaaah ...
very far without real Karen Bailey practkes for the grand slam. awful...
Yesss... Connecticut
depth and a strong bench.
Waiting in the wings and keying many victories has the worst umpires ... No more hoagies, Italwere these dedicated clutch role players:
ians, please ... Wegetaround by horseandbuggy
and pick potatoes all day. In fact we often play
Danielle Carnpbell- pitcher, utility
with a big potato because we can't afford a softball.
Dani Waterman - pitcher/utility
Karen Greenwood - pitcher/utility
By the finals, impressed fans around thecounDotty Roukey - catcher/outfield
try stopped believing the last of the above quotes.
Amy MacDuffie - second base/outfield
Talent hasa language and a truthofitsown. Eight
members of this championship team will be back
To win the Big League World Series, Portland next year, the other six players are turning 19 and
captured the New Englands in Connecticut, the looking toward local A.S.A. Fast Pitch Women's
EastChampionship in Pennsylvania and the Na- competition. Meanwhile back on a smaIl potato
tional Title in Indiana. During their three weeks field in Maine, the Dynasty downs a few spuds
of intense travel, the team went 12-3 against the and drcamsof a third straight Big League World
nation's finest players, including five straight Series. If any team can do it, it's this one. Convictories in the end. Their blistering .338 team gratulationsare in order for doing the impossible
batting average in fast pitch softball set a lofty twice. Portland should count her lucky stars for
having this gifted and selfless team go so far with
standard which may not be equaled for years.
Consider this frightcning statistic: the third, such class.
fourth and fifth hitters in Portland's lineup in
post-season play averaged rcspectively Kelsen Mike "Casey" Quinn struck out to Karen Bailey on three
(.375), Marshall (.500) and Farr (.373). Talk about pitches in Mudville, Maine. No poem is forthcoming.

Casco Bay Weekly and Just Black and White present

The SUbject of Autoblogrllphy
Talks and panel discussions by nation·
ally recognized scholars examine the
art of autobiography Sap 29.()ct 1 at
the Sonesta Hotel in Portland. Regis·
tration is $15 for one day of attendance, $50 for conference and ban·
quet. For more information, call 780·
429S.writing Workshops for anyone
interested in exploring new material,
ideas and fresh approaches to short
fiction and essays. Classes are Sundays, 1-3 pm, beginning Sep 17; or
Wednesdays, 6 :30.8 :30 pm, beginning
Sep 20. Six-session worl<shops are
taught by Alfred DePew. Cost is $100.
For more information, call 775-3708.

Women'. Spiritual Convnunlty
meets weekly in the Brunswick area in
September, beginning with an eightweek experimental class about ritual.
W.S.C. is a non-profit center of support
. and direction for personal and spiritual
growth. For more information, contact
Women's Spiritual Community, RFD 2
Box 2740, Usbon Falls, 04252, 3536323.

e

tn

Portland Public Llbrllry'. Cenl.nnlal Celebrlllion offers a series of
special exhibits during Sep on the Ii·
brary's archives in the Portland Room
and photo exhibits of readers, librarians and more in the galley on Level
One. For more information, call 871·
1700.

Mal.,. A •• oclallon of Parlliegais
offers Professional Development
Seminars Sep 15-16 at the Sonesta
Hotel, Portland. Seminar topics include
Real Estate, Utigation, Legal Research,
Legal Writing. For more information,
contact Tonya Arnold, Vice President,
Maine Association of Paralegals. P.O.
Box 7554 DTS, Portland 04112, 7744000.

The Compl.t. Offlc. COnf....nc.
for Support Shiff One-{lay conference for office support staff Sep 27, 8
am-4:15pm at the Sonesta Hotel, Portland. Keynote speaker will be Kim
Block, news reporter and anchor for
channel 13. For more information, call
USM's Continuing Education for Business at 874-6510.

OUT
SIDE

Mal.,. Ouldoor Adv.nlu... Club
Monthly meeting Sep 6, 7 pm at the
People's Building, 155 Brackett St.,
Portland. MOAC welcomes people of
all skill levels for year-round outings.
Upcoming trips: Overnight backpacking Sep 2-3, moderate level hiking and
camping, 799-2956; Whale Watch Sep
9, departs from Long Wharf at 7:30 am ,
773·7099; Mountain Bike Ride on
Mount Desert Sep 16, moderate level
ride, 871'()264; Bald Face Mountain
Hike Sap 24, moderate level hike, 7729831 .
Wild Mushroom Hunting Appala·
chian Mountain Club offers a weekend
workshop with two experts in the fiefd
of mushrooms, covering the basics of
mushroom hunting Sep 9-10 at the
AMC's Pinkham Notch Camp in N.H.
For more information, call 603-4662727.
PIzza Rides Casco Bay Bicycle Club is
sponsoring Thursday night bicycle
rides. Meet at 6 pm at Pat's Pizza, Rt.
1, Oak HiIJ. Scarborough . Rides are
10.20 miles; pizza after. For more informatioo caIJ Keith at 799-1085.

Wolf.'. Neck Woods State Park
in Freeport offers nature programs at 2
pm daily through Sep 4. The programs
include a walk, short talks and other
activities. Two new programs this
season are "Before Our Time: a historical tour, and "Natural Sensations,"
a collection of sensOl)' awareness
activities. The programs are free with
pari<. admission. For more information,
call 865-4465.

MORE+

A competition seeking contemporary black and white
photography about modern life in Southern Maine.

CRITERIA

DEADLINE

The judges will be looking for pictures that have
something to say. Technical quality is important, but
among equally excellent photographs the one with the
strongest message will be chosen. Pictures that depict
modem life in Southern Maine will do better than cliche
shots of sailboats, lighthouses, barns and such.

Entries must be at Just Black and White, 54 York St.,
by 5 p.m. Wednesday, November 1.

JUDGES

A panel of three judges will choose the winners. The
judges are: Bill Curtsinger, a Portland-based freelance
photographer and regular contributor to National
Geographic Magazine; Betsy Evans, founder of Portland's only photo gallery, the Evans Gallery on Pleasant
Street; and Rose Marasco, photographer and photo
instructor at University of Southern Maine. The decisions of the judges are final.
ELIGIBILITY

Anyone may enter except employees of Casco Bay
Weekly and Just Black & White. Professional photographers may enter "personal work" - work which has not
been made on aSSignment.
Photos entered may not have been published
elsewhere prior to this competition and photographers
must be able to grant one-time publication rights to
Casco Bay Weekly in order for their entry(s} to be
eligible.

ENTRIES

Prints may be any size up to 11x14" but must be
mounted on 11xl4 mat board. No oversized, undersized,
or framed will be accepted.
There is no entry fee, but entrants must limit themselves to two entries. The entrants name, address and
phone number as well as the title of the work (if any)
must appear on the BACK of the mounting board. (Any
identification on the front of the board will disqualify
the entry.)
Photographs not selected may be picked up at Just '
Black & White until the end of December, 1989. Although care will be taken with all entries, neither Casco
Bay Weekly or Just Black & White will be responsible for
loss or damage of any entry.
AWARDS

Three winners will be chosen. The winning photos
will be published in the November 22 issue of Casco Bay
Weekly and will be on display at Just Black & White
through the end of the year. Each winning photographer
will receive $50 in processing from Just Black & White
and $50 in cash.

JUS r
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QUESTIONS? Call Just Black & White at 761-5861
DEADLINE: Wednesday, November 1.
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LEADS THEM
ALL!
Have you noticed how many
other beers are coming on
the market with their own
dry beer? Here's one to test
your baseball knowledge .. .
We're going to list
four of the most famous managers of
all-time ... Then see
if you are able to
name the position
on the field each of
these men played
before they became
managers .. . Leo Durocher... Al Lopez ...
Walt Alton... Casey Stengel... Can
you name the position each
played? .. If not, here are the
answers .. . Durocher was a shortstop... Lopez was a catcher .. .
Alston was a first baseman ...
And, Stengel was an outfielder.
Michelob Dry has been
proven to be such a success -

that others are trying to share
in Michelob Dry's success.
Can you imagine a football team
having 64 yards to go for a first
down!... That actually happened
to Northwestern in a
game several years
ago.A series of penalties gave them 2nd
down and 64 yards to
go... That may be a
record.Michelob Dry
is less sweet than
regular beer. It is
brewed to have a
bolder taste - with
no lingering aftertaste. Only
Michelob Dry can make that
claim. Dry - we love you. Ever
wonder which colleges send the
most players into pro football? ..
Over the years, the most pros
have come from Notre Dame
and Michigan State.
The first cambodian
Cultural Festival at the
Portland Performing Arts
Center, August 26.

Do

you like
Casco Bay
Weekly?
Please. let our
advertisers know.
Thank them
for supporting
Portland's
Powerful Alternative.

CoscoBov
""EEKLV

MORE

OUTSIDE

M.lne Audubon Socl.ty Upcoming
field trips: Isle of Shoals andAppledore
IslandSep 8-10; Whale Watching Trips
from Kennebunkport Sep 16; Boat trip
from Boothbay Harbor to view migrating waterfowl Sep 16, 9:30 am-4 :30
pm; Pilgrimage to Concord, Massachusetts Sep 23, 7:30 am-6 pm; Monhegan Island trip Sep 29-Oct 1. For
more information on any of these trips,
call 781-2330.

SPORT

Iy.ngar Styl. Yoga Two three-week
sessions begin Sep 5 and 7 ($21 each)
and one three-hour workshop Sap 16,
9 am-12 noon ($14) at 616 Congress
St., Portland. For more information,
call 797-5684.
Bow Hunting: The Gear Firstof twopart series on new and traditional gear
Sep 7, 7:30 pm at the Casco Street
Conference Center, Freeport Maine.
Free and open to the public. For more
information, call 86>4761 .
D.n Michaud C.ntury 1oo-mile bike
run Sep 9 in memory of Michaud who
died of cancer in 1986 raises money for
the American Cancer Society. There is
a $15 registration fee and each biker
must collect $150 in pledges. For more
information, call Glenis Allen at the
American Cancer Sodety at 1-800-

482-0113.
Great State of M.lne Bicycle
R.c. held in conjunction with the
Great State of Maine Air Show Sep 9,
1 pm at the Naval Air Station in Brunswick. First prize is $100 for the fastest
overall racer in the men 's and women's
categories with additional prizes
awarded to the first three finishers in
each of the categories . The 23-mile
race begins with registration at 11 am.
To pre-register send a check for $14
made outto ' MWRF," along with name,
age, address and parents signature if
under 18 to MWR Department, Box 34,
NAS Brunswick, ME 04011 -5000,
AnN : Air Show. Registration on the
day of the race is $16.
Autumn Esc.pe Mount.ln Bike
Trek Fundraising bike trek for the
American Lung Association Sep 16-17
in Bethel. Participants are asked to
raise a minimum of $100 in pledges to
support clean and healthy lungs .. For
more information, call the Amencan
Lung Assodation of Maine at 1-800462-LUNG.
Blk. for Hop. Bike-a-thon Interfaith
event for the benefit of the AIDS Project Sep 23, lOam. 27-mile course to
Cousins Island and back starting at St
Peters Episcopal Church, 678 Washington Ave ., Portland. Registration fee
is $10, $5 for students. For registration
form , write or call, The AIDS Project, 22
Monument Square, 5th Floor, Portland,
04101, 774-6877.

FOR
KIDS

Ghoat Stort_ Storyteller Susan Dries
tell tales Aug 31 , 7 pm at the Portland
Observatory, Munjoy Hill, Portland.
Admission is $2 for adults, $1 for kids.
For reservations, call 774-5561 or7725547.
Preschool Storytlm. registration
begins Sep 5, lOam for 3-5 year oIds
at the South Portland Public Library.
Classes are Fridays at 10:15and 11 :15
am. Pre-registration is required. For
more information, call 799-2204.

Capt.ln Hook present 'Adventure in
Reading' Program for kids at the Portland Public Library Sep 5, 3:30 and
6:30 pm. Free and open to the public.
For more information, call 871 -1707.
Portl.nd Symphony Orchestra's
three youth ensembles are holding
auditions to fill vacandes for the 198990 season Sap 6 at Memorial Middle
School, S. Portland. Auditions for oboe,
clarinet, saxophone, bassoon, hom ,
trumpet, trombone, tuba, percussion
and harp, 3-5:30 pm ; auditions for violin, viola, cello and bass, 6:30-9 pm.
Musicians will be expected to play a
five-minute piece of their own choosing, as well as sight-read pieces chosen by the conductor. For more information, call 772-6128.
Gymboree Open Hous. Trinity Episcopal Church, Forest Ave, Portland.
Sep 7, 3-12 mos 9:45-10:30 am and
5 :45-6:30 pm ; 1-4 years 10:30-11 :30
am and 6:30-7:30 pm. Sap 8, 3-12 mos
9:45-10:30 am; 1-4 years 10:30-11 :30
m. Day and evening classes begin
soon. For more information, call 8826535.
Noodl. Doodl. Box Play about two
clowns and a Drum Majorette who
comes between them Sep 9 at 10 am
and 2 pm at Lakewood Theater in
Skowhegan; Sep 16, 23 and 30 at 10
am and 2 pm, Sep 10, 17, 24 and Oct
1 at 12:30 and 3 pm at the Theater at
Monmouth, Monmouth . For reservations and information, call 933-9999.
D.nc. M.glc
Cr•• tlv.
Movement Beginning ballet and jazz
dance classes for kids ages 4- 14 beginning during Sep. For information or
registration : Cumberland, 829-3835;
Portland School of Ballet, 772-9671 ;
Yarmouth 846-9680; Casco Bay Movers, 871-1031 ; Michelle Stuckey, 7733345.
Cre.tlv. Movement T ....t.r for
Kids ll-week session, ending in a performance, begins Tue, Sap 19, 3 :304:30 pm. Taught by Jackie Reifer and
John Saccone at 614 Congress St.,
Portland. For more information, call
761-2508.
Stori_ for Kids Portland Public library (871-1700): Mon, Wed and Fri,
10:30 am (no stories through Sep 9) ;
Riverton Branch Library (797-2915) :
Fri. 10:30 am ; Peaks Island Branch
(766-5540): Wed, 10:15 am ; Scarborough Public Library (883-4723) : Wed,
10:30 am and 1 pm (3-5 year olds) and
Tue, 6 :30 pm (5-6 year olds) ; Prince
Memorial Library, Cumberland (8293180) : Wed, 10:30 am (2-3 year olds) ;
Thu, 10:30 am (3-5 year olds).
Flicks for Kids Portland Public library (8 71- 1700): Sat, 10:30 am and
Tue at 3:30 pm (no flicks through Sep
9). Peaks Island Branch (766-5540):
Tue, 1:15 pm.

OFF THE
CLOCK

The F.mlly Crisis Shelt.r, a battered women's advocacy project, is
sponsoring a train ing session for all
people interested in volunteering beginning Sep 18. Volunteer positions
include court advocate, women's advocate in shelter and children's advocate. Positions are also available in the
Bath Outreach Office. Flexibility and
sensitivity to the needs of battered
women and children are essential. For
more information, call 874-1197.
M.lne Audubon Socl.ty needs volunteers interested in environmental
education to help with the Society's
'Secrets of the Foresr walks program.
Volunteer guides, trained by professional naturalists, introduce groups of
all ages to forest and wildlife ecology
using a variety of games and hands-on
techniques during the walks. Training
sessions for volunteers will be held
Sep 19-21 , 9 :30 am-12 noon at the
Mast Landing Sanctuary in Freeport.
No previous natural history or teaching
experience is necessary. For more information,call Suzanne Mcleodat781 2330.
Host a R.rug_ Refugees from Ethiopia, Poland, Romania and Vietnamese
Amerasians are expected to start amving in Portland in Sap. Volunteer sponsors are needed 10 host new arrivals for
two weeks, and help with initial resetdemenl needs. If you live within 100
miles of Portland and are interested in
becoming a volunteer sponsor, call the
Refugee Resettlement Program at8717437.

Common Ground Country Fair is
looking for volunteers to help for about
one week before the fair (Sep 22-24 in
Windsor) and two weeks after. The fair
seeks to maintain and improve ruraJ I~e
in a way that sustains and improves the
environment. Volunteers earn at-shirt
and same day admission for four hours
of work. To become a volunteer drop a
note to Common Ground Country Fair.
P.O. Box 2176, Augusta, ME, 04338 or
call 623-5115.
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Th. F.mlly Crisis Shelt.r holds
weekly women's support groups in
Portland and Brunswick, offering mutual support and education for women
who are or have experienced violence
in their relationships. For meeting locations and times, call the FCS at 8741197.
R • • chlng
Out
for
T •• n
Awarene. . (ROTA) The local peer
education performing troupe is looking
for people to educate and discuss
important issues with young people in
the area. There will be a weekend
training retreat for teen members and
adult leaders Sap 15-17 in Bryant Pond
andSep 29-Oct 1 in Lincolnville. Scholarships are available. For more Information about ROTA call the University
of Maine Cooperative Extension at 7804205.
YMCA Young F.t...... Program
hosts a Parents' workshop 'Ages and
Stages,' presented by Michael
Sandburg Sep 5, 6 pm at the YMCA, 70
Forest Ave., Portland. The workshop is
open to the public. For more information, call 871-111 ext. 221 .
USM's Lif.lin. Cent.r Blood pressure and cholesterol screenings Sep 5,
11 am-2 pm and Sep 7, 5-8 pm. All
evaluations are held at the Portland
campus gymnasium on Falmouth St.
Fees are $6 for chole sterol; $7 for both.
For more information, call 780-4170 .
St Vincent de P.ul Thrift Shop, 11
Locust St., Portland opens Sep 6. All
proceeds benefit the soup kitchen and
the needy. Store hours are Mon, Wed
and Sat 1-3 pm.
Divorc. Support Group Wednesdays 6:30-8 pm at the Kimball Health
Center, 33 Lincoln St , Saco. For more
information, call 282-7504.
Money Support Group led by holistic CPA. New group starts Sep 6, exploring limiting attitudeslbeliefs and
learning to transform our relationship
with money. Group for therapists also
forming. Group meets first and third
Wednesday of the month, 5:30· 7 pm in
Falmouth. Cost is $15 per session . For
more information, call 797-0466.
MADD W_kly Victim Support
Group Survivors, their families and all
whose lives have been changed dramatically at the hands of a drunk driver
may share the emotional aftermath of
such a crime with others of the same
experience. The group meets Thursdays, 7 pm at the MADD office, 9
Deering St., Portland. For more information , call 773-MADD.
Portland Co.lltlon for the Psy.
chi.tric.lly Labeled, a consumer
run self-help group for persons with
mental illness, holds peer support
groups every Tuesday and Wednesday afternoon 1 :30·2:15. The groups
take place at the Portland Coalition
offices at 142 High Street, Suite 501 .Portland. For more information, call
Cathie Long at 772-2208.
Depresslv • • nd M.nlc Dep.....
sive Anonymous Suppor1 and information group meets Mondays, 7 pm
at Woodfords Congregational Church,
202WoodfordsSt., Pordand. Formore
information, call 774-HELP.
Young F.th.,. Program at the
Portland YMCA, 70 Forest Ave., offers
a support group for young fathers every
Monday at 6 pm. Educational groups
are held on the second Tuesday of
each month . For more information, call
Betsy at 874-1111 ext. 221.
Tr. . .upport is a non-profit, non-sexual, social and educational peer support group for transsexuals,
crossdressers, their fam~ies , friends
and people interested in gender issues. Meetings are held every other
Sunday at 6 pm. For more information,
call 854-3528 or write 10 Transuppor1,
P.O. Box 17622, Portland 04101 .
The AIDS Project, 22 'Monument
Square (fifth floor), Portland, lists many
support groups around Portland for
PWAs and the lovers, caregivers and
friends of PWAs. For more information,
call 774-6877.
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HOUSE - 3rd roommate
wanted (M-F) to share CE
house with two people and
one cat. Prefer quiet, clean
responsible person. Must be
non-smoker. For Sept. 1.
$250 plus oil heat. Call Don,
767-4581.
SOBER responsible adult to
share finished three bedroom
Eastern Prom . apt. with view
of water. New kitchen, new
paint throughout. $300 per
month plus 113 utilities. No
drinking, drugs or smoking.
Just a nice relaxed atmosphere in a good neighborhood . Call 774 -3013 .
Leave message.
HOUSE - 3rd roommate
wanted (M-F) to share CE
house with two people and
one cat. Prefer quiet, clean,
and responsible person .
Must be non-smoker. For
Sept. 1. $250 plus oil heat.
Call Don 767-4581 .
PROFESSIONAL M I F
non - smoking roommate
wanted to look for roomy apt.
for Oct. 1. Must be quiet,
clean , responsible, mellow.
No pets . Call Tom at 8740905 and leave message.
YARMOUTH FORESIDE
(RT. 88) chem . free home.
18x30 bedroom with wood
stove and separate en trance. Sunny house on high
wooded ridge . Share kitchen
and bath . $390 includes
heat and utilities. 846-9038
HOUSEMATE wanted :
clean , neat and quiet to
share large three bedroom
apt., Woodford's area. $150
sec. deposit. $240 per
month . Utilities included. Call
770-3898 days or 772·7015
evenings .
HOUSEMATE - male or
female to share large first
floor , two bedroom apt.
Washer and dryer, fireplace .
Must be neat, responsible ,
and outgoing. $200 security.
$175 per month plus utilities.
772-1904.
VERANDA ST. Male or
female to share large, sunny
apt. with student, 6 year old,
and cat. On busline, offstreet parking, smoker ok.
$225 per month plus 112
utilities. 772-6168 . Leave
message.

PEACE ORIENTED music
lover looking for same M or F
non-smoker. Laundry use ,
parking, small but comfy apt.
$238 plus electric . OOB
area. Call, leave message for
Jon. 934-9117.
ROOMMATE wanted, male
or female to share two bedroom home in Hollis, 10 miles
from Gorham . Washer and
dryer, spacious . $250 per
month plus 112 utilities. Call
anytime. 727-3557
HOUSEMATE wanted.
Share gorgeous two bedroom
condo near USM with 30s
professional female . Features include bay windows,
window-seat in bedroom,
hardwood floors , lots of sun light, WI D, DIW, off-street
parking , large closets .
Prefer 30s to 40s MlF in 12
step
recovery .
$525,
including all uti l ities .
Negotiable for the right
person. 775-5952.
ROOMMATE wanted for
large house at beach . Mature
professional non-smoker.
$220 per month plus shared
utilities. Starts Sept. or Oct.
767-3152
WEST END Non·smoking
woman wanted to share
roomy 2 BR wl lots of
character. Claw foot tub
even!! Neat, active veggie
preferred . $275+ Avail. 9/1.
761-2599 keep trying.
HOUSEMATE (mit) for
comfortable , convenient ,
Portland
home .
Washerl dryer, gasl wood
heat, backyard , parking .
Non-smoker preferred .
ArtisUmusician would be
great. Available 9/ 1. $325
plus 112 utilities . Security ,
references. 773-2498. Keep
trying or leave message.
PERFECT
PERSON
Sought: Housemate wanted
for sunny , 2 bedroom West
End apartment. Great yard.
$275/mo. plus utilities . Nonsmoker. Please call 761·
4569 or 879-7019.
RESPONSIBLE
nonsmoking male/female wanted
to share private, beachfront,
furnished home in O.O. B.
Available 9189 to 6190 . $350
per month, utilities included.
Call 772-8519 after 5 pm .

1(·]1>$)[41 1(']'i9j\KJ I 3 m r l $ l i - _
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professional female, 25,
femin ist, cat owner, ACOA in
recovery , seeking 12· step
program person to apartment
hunt with for Oct. 1. Nonsmoker. 76 1-46tQ. Leave
message.
APT_ TO SHARE Looking
for straight, non-smoking
female to share 2 bedroom
w/same. 3 mi. from Northgate
on Rt. 100. $65 per week +
112 heat and phone. 7972691.

MAINE ACREAGE. 86
acres , cuts 5000 bails
$185 ,000 . Parcel 5 acres
and more from $ 15 ,000 .
NEW HAMPSHIRE. 30 acres,
breath taking views $75,000.
6900 acres $350 .00 per
acre . 10 acres all gravel
$38,000 . 143 acres mile
frontage on Salmon Falls
River $195,000 . On two
streets, 50 lots , mobile park
$225,000 . River to Great
East Lake , 45 acres ,
A NO.PAIN, all-gain, all - $550,000 . 400 campsites, is
around good deal is what you a gold mine, nets $300,000.
get with a Casco Bay Weekly 247 acres, plans in place,
classified . It's simple, cheap 4000 ft. shore line . 650
and elfective. What else acres, breath taking views
$595,000. 7 per cent mortneeds be said?
gage, $200,000 down. 603522-3636 or 3738.

LONG ISLAND. Two and
three bedroom furnished
apts . Available Sept. through
June . Close to ferry and
store. $300 plus utilities. Call
766-2497.
PINE POINT cottage for
rent. Cable, color TV, HBO,
all utilities included. Fully
furnished . Quiet location ,
steps to beautiful Grand
Beach. Available year round .
883-5829.
418·432 FORE/OLD
PORT - Quiet, secure,
comfortable. Fine, historic,
restored 1·4 BA. $599-$899.
Joe 773-3333.
PORTLAND, sunny ,
remodeled, 3 BR apt ,
hardwood floors . $600 plus
utilities. 772-7080.
EASTERN PROM 1 BR in
remodeled Victorian building .
Parking, laundry, $450, heat
included. 772-7080.
EASTERN PROM Beautiful 2 BR in Victorian building.
Views , parking , laundry .
$575 heat included. 7727080.
EASTERN PROM Small 1
BR, parking, laundry, $425,
heat included. 772-7080.

car

HEADING SOUTH? Let
Casco Bay Weekly help you
find the perfect winter tenanl
for your home. Call 7756601 to place your ad.

SUMMER RENTAL Comfortable two bedroom cottage, all conveniences , fully
furnished , quiet woods, pri·
vate dock, safe swimming.
July and ·August. $500 per
week; June and September
$300 per week. (207) 775-

0343
LONG ISLAND - Channing
three bedroom cottage in
quiet, scenic location. Close
to beaches, tennis , ferry ,
and store. All conveniences.
$500 per week for August ,
$300 per week for September. Call 839-6240 or 770-

2840
LONG ISLAND. Close to
ferry store , tennis and
beach. Sleeps 6. Sept. $225
weekly. Call 766-2002.

1(.]ligjiS,
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TWO BEDROOM furnished home on Peaks Island. Water views and sunsets. Close to ferry . Available Sept. I-May 31 . $500
per month plus security deposit. Call 766-2505 or 7783226 for appointment.

GREAT OLD PORT location. Beautiful brick building .
Share office space with
three creative professionals .
Available Sept. 1. Call 7727994, 772- 106 t or 773-8338.

REHEARSAL ROOMS
for musicians . Secure ,
unlimited access. $270 per
month. Intown location . Greg
at 774-3366

ARTISTS'
STUDIO SPACE
At last a downtown historic
building devoted to artistssculpturs, photographers
and art related people at
affordable rates of $135$275 per month for rooms
and suites (includes heat
water and electricity).
Rooms feature views, tin
ceilings, plaster walls ,
hardwood floors and
painters sinks . Security
oriented. Renting fast.
Join other Portland artists
at Th. Artists Studios

my private home. Excellent
Portland location , many
years
of experience ,
excellent references . Call
Bea at 773-0298.

587 Ocean

"Learning
through
play"

Avenue,
Portland,
Maine

A DEVELOPMENTAL DAY CARE
Conveniently located on Rt. 9 on the FalmouthlPtld. line

OFFERING:
Day Care, full, part-time, flexible schedules.
Nursery School.
. .
Af1er Kindergarten Care (transportallon proVided
from area schools).

NEW!

Drop-in Care (pre-regislralion necessary)
ages 2 1/ 2 to 7

We are located in the beautifully restored former
Cummings School with an adjacent brand new
playground. We provide a secure. nuturing
environment which stimulates children's natural
development.

CALL: 775·0413

799·7890

musIc essons
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THE HOLISTIC MUSIC
studio . Voice and piano
lessons. Children and adults.
Suzuk i
piano .
Adult
beginnersl'restarters' gleefully encouraged. 773-8250
PIANO, ORGAN, keyboard lessons by experienced teacher. Popular,
classical , theory, chords. All
ages welcome. Available for
weddings and funerals .
Rachel's Studio. Portland.

-c:; -

LUDWIG SET (60s). Multicolored , psychedelic patterns - mind blowing. $400.
Hardware, no cymbals. Call
Kathy. 874-6667

Guitar, Bass &
Vocal Lessons
865 Forest Ave.
761-8084

I
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774-9597
EXPERIENCE THE pas · ~
sion of the musician within! Allln><ls '
Pianolmusic lessons for be-

. II st'~I.s

GIBSON LESPAULS,
SGs, L.P . Jrs, 335s, 175s,
Flying Vs all on sale nowl
Epiphone electrics from
$175. Real Fender Slrats
from $299. Clapton model in
stock. Big BC Rich sale .
Warlocks from $350.

,-,.,n.,\ LES'''''ONS

ginners and others 6 to 96 ~lITl'(ll
years young. Play your mu- ""J
~
sic from the very start. Explore, create, learn, play!
Persons with handicaps
cf\MSCl\ipr-iol1S
welcome. My home or yours.
;::I)£o",y
soI0illC;
sl~ bc l¥'t-'oi l1C;Call Chris at 767-6018 and
start now.
SOIl<;UlfI!t1 ~

LANDLORDS: List your
rentals with CBW. Phone
775-6601 . List 3, get 1 free!

child while you are at work?
Need a child "care provider
during the school year?
Need a day care progeram
full-time or part-time? The
CBW
Child
Care
catergory gets results for
you and our advertisers .

772-0208

I PLAY acoustic guitar and
would like to get together
with similar person for
playing music. Singing and
writing . Don't hold back, call
Ian at 773-0591 or871-12OO

JEFF WEtrlBEf\C;El\
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CLASSIAED POUCY
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CASCO
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Classirled ads must be paid for in adI CPleaseread
FBAyAWEELKELY: :
vance. We accept cash, personal checks,
money orders, VISA and MASTERCARD.
Classified Department
theCBW
Consult the RATES in the coupon to deter187 Clark Street
All charges are per w_k
Ct..slfi.d
mine the cost of your ad. FOUND items are
Business
Individual
Pollcr belore
Portland,
Maine 04102
II you derive regular inoome
listed free as a public service. DEADLINE for
Up to 30 words
completeing his
55.00
57.00
from
tile
subjeclS(S) of your
all types of classified advertising is Monday
lorm. Write legibly
31-45 words
Not for publication: We need the following information
7.00
9.00
Classified Ads(s) please
or type, and use
al 12:00 noon for the following Thursday"s
4~Owords
to print your ad. It will be held in strict confidence.
9.00
11.00
use the busIness rate.
additional paper
Each Add'i word
edition. Ads received after the deadline will
And tIlank you for
.15
.21
If necessary.
NAME _______________________________
choosing Casoo Bay Weekly CBW Box Service
be run starting with the next issue. CBWwili
3.00
5.00
not print ads that seek to buy or sell sexual
MESSAGE: __________________________________________
ADDRESS ______________________________
services for money or goods, or ads with
purely sexual content CBWwili not print full
CITY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
names, street addresses or phone numbers
in lhe PERSON TO PERSON section.
STATE _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ZIP CODE ______________
PERSON TO PERSON advertisers MUST
either provide a Post Office Box number in
DAYTIME PHONE _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
their ad or use the CBW BOX SERVICE
(rate information in AD FORM). All informaCheck ____ Money Order _ __
PAYMENT:
tion pertaining to PERSON TO PERSON
advertisers is kept strictly confidential. 9asco
PREFERRED CATEGORY: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Visa _ __
Mastercard _ __
TOTAL WORDS: ____
Bay Weekly reserves the right to categorize,
refuse or edit ads due to inappropriate conBASIC RATE (from above)
Credit Card # _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
tent, etc. CBWshall not be liable for errors of
+ _ _ _ EXTRA WORDS AT _ _ ¢ EACH
+ - - -omissions in, or a failure to insert, any adverExpiration Date
CBW BOX SERVICE (optional)
tisement for which it may be responsible,
+------SUBTOTAL
beyond actual space occu pied by the ad in
which error, omission or failure to insert ocNUMBER OF WEEKS YOU WANT AD RUN
x _ _ ___
curred. Classified ads are not refundable.
TOTAL ENCLOSED
1_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _----'1- _________________________________________________________________________
_
•
I
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NEED FURNITURE? Why
not rent with option to buy.
TVs, furniture and appliances from Rent-A-Set. Elm
SI. Topsham, ME. 729-6637
ERNIE POOK'S Comeek
and Marlys fans, .... Lynda
Barry has created at-shirt
just for Marlys. Show your
friends where you went this
summer "visit Marlys' World
and Universe ... Galaxy'.
Shirts are 100% cotton with
black ink. In adult SM, MED,
LG and XLG sizes. Send
check or money order for
$12.95 to: Greylag, P.O. Box
99093-CB, Seattle, WA
98199-0093 . Get on our
mailing list too ....
t9 FT. SEBAGO Suncraft
inbd/outbd Volvo Penta. 4
cyl, twin carb , solid boat,
needs minor work. $1000 firm
Call 883-1473 between lOam
to 8pm
STONES TICKETS for
Sunday, Oct. 1. Sidee rear
bleacher seats. 1 pair $200
plus 1 additional for $85.
874-0780 between 6:30-7:30
pm Friday and Monday only.
Cash only please.

CLASSIFIEDS THAT
WORK. That's what you get
in Casco Bay Weekly.

biZ services
COLLEGE STUDENT with
truck available to do odd
jobs. Very handy and can fix
most anything. Excellent
references . Call anytime·,
night or day. 797-7126
HAIL MARY TYPING
Service. Don't ·pass· this
up!! Will type your resumes,
term papers, law briels, personalized multiple letters,
Engineering reports, plays
and scripts. I type nearly
100 words per minute. Quick
turn around time. Pickup and
delivery available. Call 7745410
CURIO CONSIGNMENT
Shoppe 583B Forest Ave. is
the perfect place to pick-up
a bargain from yesteryear, or
turn your valuables into
cash. Come browse. 7619072.
TAKE ADVANTAGE!
Our classifieds reach well
over 20,000 active readers
every weeki

.
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DISTRIBUTORS
WANTED
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• PROBLEM: Drinking
water su ppl ies are
becoming contaminated

rD~Uil~1 ~~1

_ .... _.. IL

• roLUTION: MULTIPUR: ™ systems guaran·
teed to remove chlorine,
bacl...ia and chemicals
• OPPORTUNITY:
Part-time or FUll-time

,

I

On a cement slab

for A Tremendous I
Price of
I

,~~-a-~r;:\.~¢}~'
?:""....;...a-:w-.1. J.r.."'...:L,,\....~...

$ 4, 700 II

The

Maine
Emporium
Open House

I
I
I
Call today for
I
Free Estimate
I
The
I
Brendan Group I
761.4070
I
wit' hthis
coupon

Sept. 9, 1989
Demonstrated by
H.O.M.E,
Weaving 'Splnnlng
Qulltmaklng
Wreathmaklng
Wed.- Sat. 11-6 ]OM
sunday 12-5
85 York St"
Portland

~;;;;8~7~1~-;O~1;12;;;;;;~

I
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Order Now For A I
2 Car Garage I

772-6740

METAPHYSICAL Readings from a spiritual perspective offer insight and practical application regarding
your current energy field, life
lessons, past lives, personal
symbols and archtypes .
Tarot readings also allailable. Call Regina at 729-0241

ROLFING is a system of
structural
integration
developed by Ida P. Rolf,
Ph.D., in the 1940s to
restore and improve human
physical structure.
Through a series of
sessions, the Roller
sensitively reshapes the
body around a vertical axis.
NEW BOOK STORE!! This brings us into greater
Maybe Someday.... now harmony and balance within
open on Munjoy Hill. Beyond our fied of gravity.
New Age - simply ageless. As out of balance parts of
Carefully selected, uplifting the body are brought into
books of all kinds. Chinese alignment, stress is reduced;
temple bells, unusual cards. posture and symmetry are
cassettes, 195 Congress st. improlled;
movement
between Levinsky's and the patterns become freer, more
Whole Grocer. 10 am to 6 fluid , efficient, and graceful;
pm. 773-3275
breathing becomes fuller and

If you're Sick,

ASk_fo_rCaroly_n

Feel good about yourself
in the body you have,

HONORING' OUR' BODIES

w·~uJ~;.tJ~

The Bodyshop
Specializing in
Collision Repair

_II

If your TV, VCR or

and Fibroids

Mlcrow••• t. Stck •

Monday, September 18,
9 am-4 pm, Stage Neck Inn,
York Harbor, Maine

.

CaLL THE
! '''::: DOCTOR OF
,
7 ELECTROIICI

Reclaiming Our Bodies' Wisdom
and Trusting It in Our Lives

aT

..-_-_..
883 Congress St. Portland

772-6467

...... -_..
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DRIVEWAY SALE Cabor
Day Weekend, 82 Vesper St.
Tons of clothing,large, 34
waisl. Glassware, odds &
ends, good stuff cheap. 10-4
Sat. & Sun only.

ACUPRESSURE and Intuition Classes. , also private
sessions, visiting California
acupressurist, Cynthia
Guest. Intuition Class Sept. 9 and 10, Learn to
trust your inner voice, unlock
your energy and enhance
your creatillity. Ongoing
Acupressure Classes for
releasing back tension ,
shoulder and neck tension
and menstrual tension. Held
at Center For New Age
Studies in Portland. For
registration and inlormation
contact Cynthia at 772-0013.

Women and Body Image

1.800-222.2565
L. _

You Call The Ooctor,

:-

TRIUMPH SPITFIRE
1977 convertible. Looks
great, runs great. The car
has been taken care of and
is in excellent condition.
$2,450 or BRO. 729-8046
TOYOTA CORONA station wagon, 5 speed, roof
rack, trailer hitch, runs excellent. $500 or BO 799• RYTHMICAL MASSAGE
8570
a combination of therapeutic
AMC
HORNET
massage modalities using
Sportabout. needs minor revarious oils and ointments,
pair . $150 firm . Call 883to achieve you~ personal
1473
needs.
OLDS CUTLASS Supreme
• Relieve mental and
1980, two door. Excellent
physical stress, and tension,
body and running condition.
relax and tone muscles,
SHIATSU is the Japanese Everything has been reimprove joint mobility, and
refinement of Acupuncture. plaaed with new. $1900. 772integrate body, mind and
It is based wholly on this 5755
spiril.
Chinese system of healing FORD RANGER pick-up
easier.
An
appropriate
which is over 5000 years old. 1988. Great shape, fully
VOLUNTEERS to share
complement to counseling uplifting actillities with de- I ncreased awareness, A treatment is composed-of transferable five year, 60
emotional relief, and a sense
and other therapies.
lightful, holistically-orien- of well -being are often pressure on particular thousand mile warranty.
• Gift certificates available.
tated person with MS. Sing, experienced as a result of combinations of acupuncture Must sell. Just take over
Linden Thigpen, certified
points and gentle body payments and it's yours.
read, play music. plant
massage therapist. New Im- seedlings, go on outings, run creating deep changes within manipulations which activate 774-0692 or 236-2672.
the
body
.
For
some,
the
ages. By appointment 775errands, etc. 773-3275
process is purely physical; the clearing of the body's 1973 DODGE VAN
4010.
meridians or channels of TRUCK - ran fine two years
RELIEF from stress, pain, HEALING LOSS and for others, it can be a self- fundamental vital energy.
ago. Aluminum body in exc.
fatigue,
nervousness, Transition. Wednesday awakening.
Acupuncture is excellent for shape. $650. 846-62851772For
more
information
or
to
evening
personal
growth
chronic illness can be yours
a
free acute or chronic conditions. 2208.
through this gentle hands- group for adult children to schedule
Shiatsu is excellent for CUBE VAN 1973. Alot is
on-healing technique. Call safely express the emotions consultation, please contact
tuning up and maintaining right with it, some things are
Kristin Erico, 2nd Degree, of loss and create improve- me at 774-3175.
one's well-being/health . It is nol. For more info call and
ment
in
the
present.
Ten
certified Reiki Practioner
ANGER PLAYS HOP Sat., more a treatment than a
check it out. You can't go
weeks. $200.
Jacob
773-1346
Sept. 30 in Portland for adult massage yet sometimes
BODY
ORIENTED Watson , M.A. 761-2522 or survivors of childhood abuse massage techniques are wrong with the pri09 of $575.
It is a ten foot cube. 846Psychotherapy . Deeply MOVE AND BE MOVED. or incest. Minimal contact
employed.
relaxing and revitalizing An eight week movement gamees and changing Shiatsu offers one the power 9583 evenings.
bodywork. Helps relieve ten- group for therapists, leadership games that build and knowledge of self- BACK TO SCHOOL
sion, worries , fatigue and dancers, artists, ministers. self-esteem. Space limited. healing through direct transportation . 75 Plymouth
Duster, slant 6 engine. Auto,
pain. Session include, pro- body workers, anyone wish- Register early! Also ·Cycles
energetic experience.
fessional counseling, body ing to experienced intimacy of Change: Endings and Ann Foster Tabbutt. Shiatsu stereo, great condition! Little
old ladies car. No frame rol.
work, and health education . with
their
embodied losses·
Oct.
13-15 . Practitioner. 799-9258.
Call 846-6522 after 6 pm
Call Deborah Vallance R.N., seilles .... using AUTHENTIC Grounding
exercises,
M.S. Ed. 775-1230
MOVEMENT and EXPRESsongs, artwork, play and IV INTUITION: a confer- $900 firm .
ANNOUNCING: DREAM SIVE THERAPY TECH- discussion used to examine ence on enhancing the intu- t979 VOLVO 242 DL
Seminar lead by Dr. Paul NIQUES. Led by Caroline the cycles of grieving , anger itive function as applied to Runs great. AC and
Huss, Jungian Analyst and Loupe M.A., a registered
and renewal. Write: Healing many fields: art, writing, overhead cam. Needs some
Pastoral Counselor. ·Using dance therapist. Tuesday,
Through Play, Diana Delach, medicine, therapy and cosmetics. 774-6519.
Our Own Dreams: First ses- 12 through 2 pm, beginning RED 2 Box 2740, Lisbon others.
Sept.
15-17, 1982 PONTIAC Firebird
sion: Saturday, September Sept. 19 at On Center, Port- Falls, ME 04252; 353-6323. Camden, ME. $150 inclusive. S/E . Gold,
excellent
30, 9:00 to 4:30. Tuesdays: land. Other times are possi·
Contact Phoebe Prosky . A condition, 6 cyl, 4 speed,
THERAPIST.
IS
FOOD
a
October 3, 10, 17, 24, 31 and ble. Call 773-4422 for inforcenter for the Awareness of
source of pain in your life? Pattern, PO BOx 407, A/C, am/fm cassette, no
November 7, 12:15 to 1:45. mation.
rust, runs like new. $2295 or
Sponsored by: Dwinell and GROUP FOR WOMEN Does your eating behavior Freeport, ME 04032. (207) blo. Call Stelle 799-2709.
Hall. For information and who live apart from their chil- fell destructive, unhealthy? 865-3396.
85 MERCURY COUGAR
registration call (207) 799- dren now forming. Women If so, consider counseling LS, 70,000 miles, runs great.
with
someone
who
1024
who do not live with their
clean and loaded. $4500.
THE MINDFUL BODY. children, whatever the cir- understands. Sara F. Levite,
Call Bruce evenings 761MOlle with respect for the cumstances, often halle M.S. 761-2464.
7003, days 780-5324.
natural design and integrity feelings of loss, pain, guilt, ONGOING .JUNGIAN
of your body. Classes in the anger, and isolation. Join in a Dream Group now has PEPPER CLUB is looking 85 HONDA ACCORD
FELDENKRAIS METHOD OF safe, supportive environ- openings for new members. for additional staff. Please Hatchback, 58,000, Ziebart,
AWARENESS THROUGH ment with other women who Meets weekly on Thursday
apply in person at 78 Middle tape deck, mint condition.
$5,000 must sell. Call 761MOVEMENT begin the week understand. We will meet in evenings. For further
St. after 12 noon.
of Sept. 11 at On Center, 222 Portland, starting in early information please call 772FILL YOUR BANK ac- 3861 or 934-9233 elles.
st. John St., Portland. Call October. Call Karolyn Ros- 6031 or 883-4989 or 883count with cash working less 1984 ESCORT WAGON,
Marilyn Hardy for informa- sein, M.A. 766-2809 for 4979.
than 5 hours a week! Guar- 61,000 miles, standard,
tion. 767-3909
anteed! !For free info. send $2300. Hannah or Neil, 774further information.
SELF.ESTEEM: A sense one dollar (P&H) or a SASE 3013.
WENDY MOSER, M. A.,
announces her relocation HEALING THE CHID of one's own dignity and to: Total Financial Success t975
PLYMOUTH
from California. Monday WITHIN workshop for Adult worth. It is the comerstone in Publications, PO Box 6486, Valiant, great condition , 71 K,
evening groups: pregnancy Children of Dysfunctional the foundation upon which
Portland, ME 04102, Dept. snow tires, 8/90 insp .,
as transformation, self-ac- Families. October 4 or we build to become wellminimum rust, AlC, auto,
A2C
ceptance training. Sliding November 11 in Portland. For rounded, content and VOLUNTEERS to share $700. 871-8280 .
successful
participants
in
scale. 767-3848. Private a flier or more information uplifting actillities with de- t986 PONTIAC Grand
sessions for individuals and David Lee, M.Ed., LSAC at life. A group is being formed lightful, holistically-oriented Am, 5 speed, sun roof, 4
for those who need person with MS. Sing, read,
985-7655.
couples.
doors, 80,000, asking
enhancement, support and play music, plant seedlings, $5000. 773-6320, leave
development in this area.
go on outings, run errands, message or call after 6. Ask
Please call 772-6892 for etc. 773-3275.
for Doug.
more information.
FREE .JOB information and
YOU NEED IT. A want-ad assistance. If you have
epilepsy or a seizure disorin Casco Bay Weekly can
der: Upgrade your job search
0%
help
you
find
it.
775-6601.
Ten week group, starting Sept. 26,7techniques. Leam if, when
FINANCING
and how to tell an employer
9:30 pm. Co-leaders: Caroline Loupe,
, PSYCHIC
about your seizures. Talk to
On your next
Registered Dance Therapist and Marilyn
READINGS BY people who halle been there. used car purchase
Hardy, authorized Feldenkrais Practioneer.
Astrologer Mrs. Gaire, Help Find that ·break· you have
and acfvice on all problems been looking for .. Do it nowl
LOW PRICES
Location: On Center, 22 St. John St.,
such as love, marriage,
Contact TAPS at (207) 772- . LOW DOWN PAYMENTS
#312, Portland. Call:
business. Call for appt.
7847, Pine Tree Epilepsy, LOW WEEKLY PAYMENTS
871-7134
767·3909 or 7734422
Brighton Ave., Portland, Me. Portland, ME
WANTED: dependable, reRichard Nest
sponsible person with car to two BROTHERS II
drille child between Presumpscott School and Hori856-0000
zons Daycare on Mon. ,
,(Nf4UJ'
Wed., and Fri. $20 per week
to cover gas and time.
From our series of workshops
Please call 772-6168.
for women focusing on a
mind/body approach to
weUness, we offer:

WOMEN: Does being in
love mean being in pain?
Learn how to change dysfunctional relationship patterns. Therapy group now
forming based on ·Women
Who Love Too Much: For information call 871-9256

QUEEN SIZE waterbed
with
mirrored
head board/bookcase. Six drawers in base. Complete with
heater, mattress, padded
frame . $350 or best offer.
846-9583
MACINTOSH SE with
20MB internal drive. Includes
hypercard, mouse, keyboard. Brand new in box. Call
871-8964 evenings.
GENUINE MINK hat, $20,
brand new electric curling
iron $5, Aries 1250-watt hair
blower $10, electric oil heater
(needs new cord but cord included) $25, small space
heater $5, cat cage $10,
women's leather coat $40, 3
pairs of new beige, lined
draperies $10/pair, L.L.
Bean sweater jacket (med)
$10, sleeping bag $7, assorted metaphysical books
$1-$3, women's black leather
hat $25. Call 774-4214.
SAIL BOARD: Mistral
Competition. Excellent
condition. $400. Call Mary
774-4857.

MAINELY MAIDS. We're
here to help. Domestic
cleaning and very thorough.
Low rates, weekly, biweekly. Many references .
Call Jeanine or Laurie. 8922568.
.y
BLOCKED? Can't write that
letter to romance, break-up,
resign, apply, complain,
impress? Stuck on a report,
thesis, memo? Need
someone to ask the write
questions? Call Writers
Block. A little help or I'll write
it for you. Call 767-6018 and
breathe easy!
PAINLESS PHOTOGRAPHY - Portraits, All occasions, special projects.
'This won't hurt a bit.· User
friendly! Call Steve Harris 846-1448.
A NO-NONSENSE WAY
~TO $500 A DAY!· ... Send $1
and self-addressed stamped
envelope (SASE) •.. with your
name and address.. to:
RMTO, 21 ' Brewster SI.,
Portland, 04103.

mjIfI4FW

od & soul

Thursday, October 8, 7 pm through
Sunday, October 1, 12 noon, New England
Center, Durham, New Hampshire
Advance Registration Required
For further information, please write or caU:
1 Pleasant Street
Yarmouth, ME 04096

Subaru, Monda,
Nissan, Toyota
1901 Fore~t Ave., Portland

797-3510

2j"..

erson to erson
FIERY, ENCHANTING
SF , 25, with a passion for
theater, seeks unique confident, and playful gentleman
to spoil her with an occasional dinner and share her
leisure hours oller wine and
possibly a chess board.
RSVP with photo and phone
, to Box 128 DTS, Portland
04112.

Winner receives two
com liments of the Maine Mall Cinema!
MRS. ROBINSON! Where are you?
25 yr. old SM, attractive, well-built, mature
gentle Narm and sensitive to a woman's
needs, interested in meeting a profeSSional
female , 35-50, who is also an attractive
sensuous earth mother to share a quiet:
romantiC evenlnQ togeth~r. This college
graduate would like to finish his education
under the tutoring of a woman experienced in
life's finer pleasures. All responses answered
'
photo appreciated. CBW Box 353.

SWF 25 ARTIST, writer
and thinker, would like to
meet a man who is like me
and 09lebrates these aspects of his life; their in~scapable struggles and
JOYs . BaSIcally I am into
f!1aking things of beauty, intlma,?y, cats, playing and
growing. Age is irrelevant.
CBW Box 351.

Decisions, decisions
A!l but one of these world heavyweight championshIp bouts went the distance. (The match between
theJohnsons was a draw, appropriately enough.)
Tell us who got the deci~ion in each fight.
Can you ,olve the Real Puzzle?
If so there could be a $20 gift certificate for
Alberta's in It for you (first prize). Or tickets for two
aboard the Longfellow Cruise Lines (second prize).
Winners will be selected from among the correct
~n~e~ by a random drawing. Contestants are
meliSlble to WID more than one prize in a four-week
span, and only one entry is allowed per contestant.

All entries for this week's Real Puzzle must be
received by noon Wednesday, September 6. The
solution to this week's Real Puzl.le will appear inzthe ~ptember 14 issue of Casco Bay Weekly. Send
your best guess to:

The Real Puzzle #35
Casco Bay Weekly
187 Clark Street
Portland, ME 04102

If.You have pl,OId an ad in the CUco BaV Weekly perlOflai. yOlK

ad .8 automatically tnt_eel In the PERSONAL OF1~e WEEK con'lell

for that "'. .. We •• Ioc:aing for ad, that •• aeative. witty and fun
Wlnnenwill receive ttl_r tidetrtstn th.mail.
.

MESSAGE: Looking for a GWM 30
professional
birthday surpri~e .tor my sin- well-educa'ted . attractive',
gle mom She s on her 30s, honest
sincere
and
h
i oVlng
'
( when masculine.
, I enloy travel,
,
u,,:,oro~s,
the
she s not mad at me) and outdoors
and
good
honest, She's not skinny. conversation. Seek similar
but she S better than most males 23-35 for friendship
moms I Know. You should be Include phone numbe;
a nice guy, dependable , please . CBW Box 346
~appy, and great with kids ARTISTIC,
attractive
You can h,1IIe kids of your successful independent
a Nn, but hopefully none of mellow lady seeks same in'
',e ~ are my lillie brother's man 35-45ish. Friendship
age. Send me your picture, encouraged relationship
and you' phone number possible, no' expectations.
a!ong Wltn your letter, a~ d CBW Box 354.
'HH me why you would be the
Mst gift I could give my SWF mid-30s Ph .D inter-nom Her birthday IS in two ests in astro-physics, Inter.."ooks so hUl'Y up and wnte! oabonal currency dynamiCs,
'N;'ite to. ·S~rprise·, PO Box theologlc canon law, global
5035. Bidderford, ME 04007 ecologic pols, and internationally traveled seeks peer
SWM 22, professional for totally nuturing , platonic
sny, slim , 'lllerage looking'
relationsh,p. Must be aware
Seeking shorter female 18of Negama protocaals and
22 for triendship. companvery emotionally secure and
Ionship , couples actlvilles,
romance ')~ you like swim mature. No maladiustedd or
behavior problems , and
mln g eating out. bay
some,
drug and chem free
c'lJIses? I'm game Lers do
need respond. CBW Box
Juncl1. CBW Box 349.
352
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When was the last time you fell
head over heels for someone?
Don't leave it to chance. Let us introduce you to
someone special. Selectively. Thoughtfully. Cheerfully.
Bemg single in Maine can
he fun again. Why wait ~'lJie
any longer? call
111e Personal Thuch.

:PerSOna!
'lOuc/i

31 E>l:lwl;cSl .. l\:JnJand. ME04101
773·1<-88

saling

SAil INSTRUCTION

and MARINE
ALONG COASTAL MAINE
lor Uro

STUDIES

DRAWING: LEARNING TO
SEE Mon or Wed eve .
classes. Beginning Sept 18,
10 weeks . $250 tuition .
Brochure ' K Boldt, 19 Btrch
Knolls, Cape Elizabeth ME
04107 or call 79!}'5728
PHOTOGRAPHY Classes
• Autumn in Maine- an d
·Maine Architecture· are two
workshops in ·The Art of
Color Photography' ser,es
offered this fall by noted
landscape and conversation
photographer, Charles
Steinhacker. For more information, call 829-5830.
WRITING WORKSHOPS
with Alfred DePew. Sundays,
1:00-3:00 pm. September 17
through October 22 .
~ Wednesday, 6 :30 to 8 :30
pm. September 20 through
October.25. Each workshop,
SIX sessions. For anyone intereste d In explonng new
matenal , Ideas and fresh approaches to short hcbon ~~d
essays . $100 To reg is~er
call 775 -3708
Lealie
message

Cdpr ,\.1, hold p. O'Conno
TH( LU\,IIM, "IATURA; 1>1
DIM illo ~ "-'\itnnd. long Whal
P.O. Box 7572 • POr1land, Ml- 0·1112
1207'
2-8886

r

recreation

I O~S'jj ij iii § ijlJ
ACA Certified Instructors
Canoe and Kayak Skills
Whitewater and Ocean Touring
Pool and Open Water Clinics

We take fun seriously

FACIA LS : Organic aloe
vera products . Face scrub
maSK, herbal steam, black~
head-whitehead, and excess
oil removal plus a foot massage . Enloy a thoroughly
clean face Joni at 773-0463
HOUSECLEANING Service Responsible woman to
clean your house weekly or
bl-weekly Excellent references. Call 883-5833.
·HAVE 'T MADE· Incredibly thorough cleaning service. Weekly , bi-weekly or
one time cleaning . Excellent
rates and personalized service like 'he good old days.
Call Vicki at White glove
Servi09 883-8159 .

1[$1"";1-.

hllre .Ind Inform.llllm

PO Box 72, Orr's Island,ME 04066, (207) 833-5257

MAN PICTURED seeks
friends Nil'lng to wear funny
hats on .$ birthday. CBW
Box 350

notices
LIBERTY! dve your hiE
your own way. Stop government snooping, harassment
and intruSion ~'o 1011' bed

3

chemise

9

kilt

19
7
15
1

6
8
13
10
16

12

2

gaucho
blouson
flan.'CI
Empire
sheath
box pleats
knife pleats
dirndl
lumpsUlt

4
17
14

11
20
21
18

22
5

J don't know if ('11 be able to button up my basic
Mame stapJe~ a purple cardirrrn, before ( leave here
torught; my fingers are sore rom having opened~
many envelopes searching for t nose ever <0 correct
fashion gurus. (We've had to sacrifice luxury office
Items ~"ch as letter openers for necessities hke the
new "How to Stay Sane, Eat Lunch and Still Meet
the Deadline" video.) 1banks to N. Kronlokken of
Portland who won first prize and to David Ross of
South Portland who sails away with second, I was
spared from further repetative motion pain.

wrap
princess
smock
short shorts
inverted plea,
gored
Bermuda shorts
walking shorts
knickers
bel! bottoms
shift

by Lynda Barry

OK. wHO EVER. DOESN'T
KNOW FISHING CAN lEARIJ
IT FROM ME. FIRST CAnH
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room , medicine ...:abmet

checkbook, personal busi~
ness and flnanc,al alfairs .
Call the Libertarian Party
(207) 353-9711 or 1(800)
682-1 776.
RECOVERY group now
form tng for addictions , codependency ACOA issues
Sliding fee scale State licensed, some insurance reimbursement Contact Intown Counseling Center by
appt. 477 Cong ress SI.,
Suite 410 . 774-4802

HOME
SERVICES
Gardeners, painters, window
washers, lawn mO'ol(ing. etc.
Advertise your servi09s on
our classified pages for only
$7 a week. Call 775-6601
anytime .

Atla .\lEN IF Yov,- SI$nj([ TRIES TO MAKE
YO .. FHL ROrTEN BY WRIfIN6 IN HER.
D'AR~ SoME VEGETM IAN TI(AGEO~ POEtr1 S
~sour Yow BEING A FISH ImlER 16NOgr:

I

~ Bf~US€ RIGHT BEFol1.E you"RE SvPPOS lD To 60 BACK, Yo~ CAN $uDOfNL'1
TMNSFOtm TO A FISH SAVIOR B~ TiI'fl/oIG
THE ':JELlOW BUCKET BACK INTO THE
~JVEP.
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NATIVE AMERICAN

Medicine
Cards
Discover your power
through the ways of
animals! Learn to see
your path on Mother
Earth more clearly
using a divination
system which is
grounded in
ancient wisdom.
Boxed set includes book. $26.95

THE

PLAINS
GALLERY
28 Exchange Street, Porttand Maine 04101
207] 774-7500
M-W 10-6/ Th-Sa 10-9/ Su 12-5

THE BEST GOURMET COFFEE

a·o
372 Fore S.
Old Port
Portland
713.6884

m

enbow's Coffee Roasters,

blended, roasted & flavored ~~I~~~~I~
in Bar Harbor and sold in
~
many of New England's finest
coffee shops. In the European
tradition of freshly roasting one
pound at a time. every bean is
roasted to perfection! Heavenly
flavor, over 40 varieties (including
organic blends) and free intown
delivery through September.

MAXWELL'S
Specialty Housewares
Open
.even day.
per week

\.

.l

100 COMMERCIAL
ST.
INTI-lETI-lOMAS BLOCK.

773-7977

JUST NORTli OFDlMDLO'S

}l

t~:~

acus.

44 Exchange Street· Portland, Maine 04101 • 772-4880

